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' ABSTRACT 
t 
In establishing the extent and importance of 
Machiavelli's influence on Christopher Marlowe it is 
necessary to accept the fact that only credible deductions 
can be offered as evidence that.Marlowe came directly under 
the inspiration of Machiavelli's works. Eminent men of 
le·tters who were Marlowe's close contemporaries were familiar 
with the genuine Machiavelli and reveal his influence in 
their writings. Although aversion to Machiavelli seems to 
have reached an unparalleled peak during the .E.l.iza..be,t:han 
period, at the same time an acceptance of his political. 
concepts can be noted in the wcit.'ks of such ,men ci$· Gabri.e.·1 
Harvey, s=1.r· Phi.li:P S.idney, Edmund Spenser,; ·ru:.t.l{.e·: :Gr,e·v·i.11,e.,. 
and Si.r Wa .. lte'r· .R~J,=eigh. Ther;~:fore, it is reas.on:able to 
·a.~sµn.ie. .t.hat. Mar:lowe·, t·oo,: st.uc;li.ed: .The Prince and .T.h:e: ,,. 
. 
.. 
~n·isc.our.s:es:. It has been pr·oved th·at Machiavell.i was a:s 
.~.(;nt.:i:mertt like. ln.n·oc.e.ri-t Ge·ntillet 's c:o.ntre--Machiav.eJ~. 
Furthermore, .it seems that Marlowe 1.ncOrporatea both 
Machiavelli ·and Gent.ill·et into -hi'~· ,p.1,ays and was wel,l. :awa~e: 
·',·,: 
:'-. 
.. 
., 
:r·· 
,I 
.... 
The attempt to. establish a direct cause-effect relation-
ship between Machiavelli's writings and subsequent political 
events or literary examples, however, is analogous to trying 
to pinpo1nt the exact measure of influence Sigmund Freud's 
theory of personality has wrought on our twentieth century 
culture. Every aspect of our contemporary life has been 
permeated by so-called Freudian concepts, yet if we set 
forth to demonstrate a specific derivation from Freud in the 
work of a contemporary playwright like T~nnessee Williams, 
Edward Al.bee, or Arthur Miller, we encounter essentially the 
same kind of problem as when we attempt to establish a direct 
relationship betwe·en Machiavelli and Marlowe. Freud's ideas 
are a part of our "cultural ambient" just as Machiavelli's 
are a ·p·a:rt of: t·he Elizabethan .era. 
';I'h·e most convincing e·vidence for :a·s·c:r.i·b:ing .a direct 
·oont··a·ct between Marlowe and the i-de,as of· 'Machi.·avelli is· 
. . ) 
- . based on the elements peculiar. to Machiavel.l.i vini'.ch.. ·:fi·gu.r_e· 
b:ehav.ior ca.n pro:ve disastrous to his st·at·e and resu.lt ii:1 the· 
.. 
. lo:ss of: h:i-s kin.gdoin,- ?P.d the belief that through co:urage an.d . 
. f·oresi·ght·:-~.iti. :9th:e·r· words, .h-is virtu, or ~rowess--ni"an is-
.c.a:p.a..b·le of exerting some. influence ov·er his destiny·._ •. · It bas .. 
, t' 
.. 
_]pee·n .. -obs·:erved that "Tamburlairie ·r:igllt-ly i·riterpretecl.,. 
2 
' 
., 
.• 
sensibly acted, is very much a symbol of modern man," and 
that his overweening self-confidence results from a 
combination of the two forces at work in the sixteenth 
century which marked the break with the Middle Ages, 
Machiavelli's virtu and Martin Luther's Protestant ethic. 
In.effect, Marlowe's Tamburlaine symbolizes the English 
Renaissance where the new and old existed together· in the 
same individual. 
Both Machiavelli and Marlowe reject the idea of a. 
,<.;od-dominated universe, adopting a wholly secular outiook 
on the ·affairs of m·an, and share the same: .in-t_ention: to 
.portr.a·y the human cbndi tion a:$· it. is·,: .l.1m·ited and fraught! 
·with misery, and perhaps throug.h th:eir ~xamples: ·show mart 
how to cope mo.r·e .adequately wit.h his. :·s·j~ .. tuat:io·n;. 
• i,_. ~: 
·;-y 
-... , 
3 
... 
J 
:~. 
CHAPTER I 
Regardless of the time or place, whether it is 
Renaissance Italy, Elizabethan England, or our own era, 
we discover that general opinion has always held 
Machiavelli's name in abhorrence, associating it with 
political chicanery of the most nefarious kind, although 
. 
concurrently there have always been a select few who judged 
h·is principles correctly and admired them for t·heir 
practical value in admin.1.:ster.J.ng af:fairs· of state . 1 
\ 
Nowhere are these extremes of attitude: :more evident than i·n 
Elizabethan England, for in peru:sir1g· the literature o.:{._ tJ1~ 
period it soon becomes obvious that there are two 
I 
Machiave.·11is: to ·be considered: 
. ·' ·: - '. ' • . . ..r,,.. 
th.e intense au·tno-rita::t:i-ve· . I .. · .. -.- . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. 
voice ot t.Jie. political scientist, <3:Ild: t.he~st.er, 
2 f:o:u_n·d .in- ·E .. li·zabeth.an draJ11a. · 
itl .ae·-t:·er.min.ing' M,tcp.:i_ave·11_.{ 1 ,:s:",:in·fluenc:_e. on the EngliJ1h 
/ 
··:Rena-issanc:$,. r.es:·iqe:$: i-n ·t·he_. diffi.culty of .s.~parclt._.iqg 't:hes~e 
•.· 
·. · two: ·voi.<2e_s-:, the- one: :o·f f'a-c.t arid the· oth_.e~ · :.ot mytn. 
pnque.s tiona.lil-y .. ,. -_Maclti·a.ve·11i • .s ide:c1 .. s -ha·d pe:rti..n.e·nc-e 
:f::.o·r ·Tudor Engl:i·s:hme-n. 
,. . 
4 
.,. 
.. : 
that what Machiavelli had to say about Italian affairs 
offP.red them a vitally new approach to the understanding 
of English affairs of state. It is virtually impossible 
to demonstrate to what extent Tudor statesmen put 
Machiavelli's policies into actual practice, but the 
evidence is unmistakable that the Florentine's works were 
widely read. Quite often in the attitude of the same 
person it is possible to detect a dual reaction to the 
· 
Florentin.e •.s ideas, combining elements of both acceptance 
.and: rej .. e·ction. Aversion to :~i:achiavelli seems to have 
t·:ea~9he.d. .. an u·nparalleled p.ea:k ci,uring the Elizabethan period, 
y.e;t. at the same time an acc~ptan_ce of his politic al concepts 
:cai1 '};)~: ·n:oted in the wo.rks of ,such· .men .a-s· Gab·ri·e.l Harvey, 
$ .. i·i;:- Fh .. i,.l.ip Sidney, .. Edmund s·p.ens.e·r., .fulke Gr·e·ville, Sir 
.•. 
•and the ·.1.f=;g·e·ndar.y. ·M.ach·i-av:e-l:l,i, althou,gh it is, I t·hi:rtk, a: . 
. bold exten~.·ion of :fact :to_. claim as Roy w. ·Battennou.se 4o.e·s 
,. tha:t "Ma-r .. l:bw-e' s -relian·ce on The Prince wa~ consci·o.u·s: · an·d 
. . .. - . ' . . -
. ' 
.. ' 
-• ; . . 
. · .. ·. 
.'. .. . . . ... 
.· 
-.... 
... -· 
. 
--w .. i.th the conunet1t tha·t· ·'•some of Mach:iavelli rs :COtins:els 
'. ·..:.; . .- . . 
. 
. ; . . . . 
·-
-
. 
. ;. . . 
-·-
. . 
. . . 
' 
.. · · .. ,, . . 
',- . ·.. . . 
.- '. 
-
· .. · ' 
.· ~-
5 
.. 
, 
, 
J 
-
authors in a long tradition of books of Advice to Princes." 3 
To attempt to prove that Machiavelli's influence on Marlowe 
was "conscious and direct" is pointless. We can only 
assume that since Machiavelli's ideas were a part of the 
I 
intellectual milieu Marlowe must have been familiar with 
Machiavelli's doctrines and that, consciously or not, these 
ideas are reflected in Marlowe's plays. Certainly, the 
Tarnburlaine plays demonstrate in many ways what appears to 
be a genuine understariding of Machiavelli's doctrines, and 
they are unique in lacking any trace of the distortions of 
the Machiavelli figure so conunon to Elizabethan drama. On· 
the other hand, The Jew of Malta, The Massacre at Paris, 
a.-nd Edward II, are rife with the abberant view. 
Irving Ribner claims to -~e.cognize a definit,e~ r·e.I--~ti.Q·n.~ 
_:$:h:ip betw.een Machiavelli's :Pr~c,-_e_pts and Marlowe 1 .p: ·pl:~ys 
and c.onsiders it irrelevant · to ques.tion whether _o~ n_o:t 
' I 
M:a.rlowe made direct use of Machiave.l.li 's wr-i ti-11.gs !II lie 
:be-lieves the .T.amburlaine plays ·exp·ress· Mach:ia,ve·lli-':s 
principles in a manner which is 11 v·ery clo,se_ to Machiave··l:li '-s . 
. --- ·--· ... -.--~--- -
., thought" and also v~-;nttures t·he o:pi·n·ion th~t- thes-e ideas vc,i,c.e 
Marlowe ' s own · t.hi_nk.1.ng_. 4 · Rib·ner is of· the o·p_inion- ·t:hat __ 
~ 
Machiavelli,. s '-'·q_ent.ral premises and cor1-c·1usions" ar·e .prol:>a-;l:>ly 
mor~. ·accurately ·r:epresented in Marlowe• s Tamburlai11e p_t:ay:s. 
6 
l' 
-'' 
than anywhere else in Elizabethan literature; but, at the 
same time, he is fully aware of the paradox that The Jew of 
Malta is the classic example of popular Machiavellianism. 
He sees Barabas as a burlesque version of the Machiavellian 
I 
here and considers him to be Marlowe's denial of the 
Machiavellian ethic as presented in his characterization of 
Tamburlaine. 5 On this particular point I disagree with 
Rihner, for I feel that Marlowe's introduction of the sin.i.-s:.t·e'r, 
' 
Machiavel into the drama is the result of his awareness of 
the character's popular appeal rather than a sudden change 
in his philosophy. Although it is int~resting to speculate 
about the possibility of some deeper meaning, I hesitat~ to 
become involved in the intraoacies of such a discussion~ 
In~teaa I propose t:o dey9:t.e .r.ny efforts to the task o_.f 
s·eparating ·the evi·d.en.C·E;r .of the ·real influe·n.ce ·of Machiave:l.-l-:i: 
in Marlowe·' s _p.1.ay•s. f:rom that .:bf pseu:dQ--Mc;tchiavellianisrn'. 
When we spea]<. :of :Mac.hi:ave1·1.-i' s ·influence on Marlowe, 
. . ' . 
7 
, 
... 
- ----~---·-- --- ----------~ - ---------------·----.------ ------
--- _...._ _____ ,,_.~---·-··-----~------~-- .. _ ' --
- ----··--·- ------~----
- - -. • 
--· - ---- - •• w_,,_ •-·- -
however-,. ;,;:e···· :must u·nd.erst·and that we cannot point to any 
: con·c:rete: ev.idence i:'n th·e· form of ~ ·di.recrt: quotati.oni al though 
--····--·---~- ---··--· ·······- - ··--····-···"''"' ····------·-· ---······· -- ·--·····-··-·-·?·-- , •. ~.~--~-·--··· ------., .,-~-----·---.-· ..... '- ,.. _________ ·-··· -·~·- .• • -· .. ' ,· ' - ' ' 
--- -----·-··-··-··--·-·-·· -
-···--·-:en.~r-·e: .. -iire·'-maiiy-·""·a:sp.e:ctS Of Marlowe IS p·la·y.S. Which ·u:ndeniably 
-bear ·an implicit mar~ of ~achiav_e~I:i,' .. :s .. precepts. · Further:mo .. r:e.:, 
·· when we begin. to draw comparisons :betw-een Machiaveill.i. a:nd; 
\ . . 
. " • J. 
i • 
' 
• 
Marlowe we must be cognizant of the fact that only a few of 
Machiavelli's ideas in The Prince are wholly his invention; 
therefore, it is quite possible that what appears to be 
,. 
Machiavelli's influence may very well have originated in 
some other source. Actually, The Prince is only one example, 
some claim the greatest, of the books of advice to princes, 
the de Regimine Principum. Many of the ideas Machiavelli 
treats are discussed by other authors, his predecessors as 
well as contemporaries, though in many instances Machiavelli. 
took conunonplaces and adapted them to~his purpose in an 
unconventional way. Accordingly, it would·seem that the 
closest we can come to establishing proof of Machiavelli's 
influence on Marlowe is to determine whether or· 11.ot a gi··ven 
idea is, 9_ne peculiar. to Machiavelli. If .it- .is,. ·then it i·s: 
·rea,.sonab:Ie :to as·:~:ume that here is ·a .:bi.1:. ·c>:f :ct,nclusiv.e 
evi.de:nce: .• 
8 
./' 
Two topics Mabhia,Y_el0}-A r~vj.ews .... -th_e_pos.Sib,i.Ut¥~o£:'-'.ta~------· ·-"----.. --- ·· ----------; -------·-----·-··~-. ·-·---~;---·------.. --~-----~---- . --
P.rince. 1.osing his. realm altogether ·and the :P9we.r .of· F.ortune--
Interestingly, th,e. i:nsecure .r-u.l..er and man.' s: 
/contest with Fortune a~e predomina.ting ·tl1em.es i·n Tamburlaine, 
The Massacre at Paris, Edward I-I, ·and al~_.o .figure indirectly 
· in The Jew of Mal ta. Marlowe' s. :preocc .. upatio.:h with th.e:·se; 
I 
• • 
• 
·• 
themes suggests that it is very possible that the playwright 
was both familiar with the authentic·voice of Machiavelli 
and intrigued by his doctrines as well. But of all Marlowe's 
works it is the Tarnburlaine plays which seem most closely · 
related to the t~ue Machiavelli. For this reason I have 
chosen them as the basis for my contention that Marlowe had 
both knowledge and understanding of Machiavelli's own 
writings. Before I begin my analysis, however, I feel that 
it is essential first to take into consideration Marlowe's 
intellectual milieu. Consequently, I will discuss several 
rela:ted issues which I believe are pertinent to the proof of 
my thesis; f:i.rst, I will examine the evidence indicating that ' 
Machiavelli's own works were readily obtainable, then review 
the ·obvious poin-t·s of c;l.if.ference between what Machiavelli 
actually said a.na· wh·at: his. det'ractors claim he meant, and, 
fi_na.ll·y, s:1lrvey br·±.et·ly- t·he writings of: Ma_;rlowe • s contempqr---. ~-
( 
' 
9 
a:r-ies wh.:Lch offe·r ]?roof ___ t_}J.q_t Machia¥e.ll~i--wa.s---f1c,t---,:qnj.y~r·ea-a--··- _,_ -- -- ----·-· --- -·· __ ._,-:._ - -·-·- ----·- ---··---~- _ __,_ -~- _ .. - ... -·-·· .-----·---~ ~---_:: ___ ·-----~~--· ----
: _.: ~·-. 
_.:____ 
--
·" 
by Elizabethans but·-und~~stood by th~m ·as well. 
:F,ew names appear as ofJ:.eti in .E'.J~izabethan li teratut"e.- a.-s 
I 
:that 'Of Machiavelli.. , Edward· Meye.r noted that there are at 
least 395· ref·erences to Mach;i.avelli in Elizabethan literature, 
but that :four o·ut of five of tl"re:·se .. references flag.rantly 
"' 
,. 0: ........ 
:f· 
.... 
distort Machiavelli's original statements. 6 Meyer initiated 
a view which soon found widespread support. While engaged 
in research at the British Museum, he had unearthed a copy 
of Innocent Gentillet's Contre-Machiavel, published in Paris 
in 1576. After a brief study of this work, Meyer hastily 
jumped to the conclusion that he had found the source of the 
Elizabethan dramatists' misconceptions. The discovery that 
an English translation of Gentillet's work had been made in 
1577 by Simon Patericke contributed even further to Meyer's 
conviction that the Contre-Machiavel had provided the model 
for the Elizabethan Machiavel, 7 a deduction losing much of 
its validity if we consider that Patericke • s tr-anslation was: 
not published until 1602. 8 
Since Meyer published _h;i-s theory in J_S97, other invef3t_i-
. 
. 
gators have discove.re'q. :t::b·at English t:r.:ans_l,~t.ions of :Th:e Prince 
were as e.asy for ·Erlizq.be"t:hans to obtai.n as th·e Pate~:i-cke 
.. 
translation ·of (.;en-tillet I s Contre-Machiave·l. There a·re s'eve:h 
extant manuscripts of: The Prince in English, represent.ir1g 
three separate translatio.ri:s. Two:, of these date fro;rn between 
.. 
. 9 1583 and 1600, the -th·i.rd: ·fr:o_m the ea·r.ly sevente~nt-h .ce-nturY::, 
\ 
-:b-ut not one of ·thes~ ~s- .connected in any way ·wi'.th .the lat~·r 
Dacres tran·slat:ion. o··~f. :The -Prince (1640), the f! .. rs-t pr--int.E?d· 
...... 
. .':: 
;:._.'.~ 
10 
) 
:..,· 
10 English version of the controversial work. Until these 
comparatively recent findings of _Napoleone Orsini and Hardin 
Craig, we had lacked any knowledge of a sixteenth century 
English translation of either The Prince or The Discourses, 
and it was assumed that all sixteenth century Englishmen who 
wanted to read the original writings of Machiavelli had to 
read them either in the Italian or one of the many available 
. h 1 t' 11 Latin or Frenc trans a ions. 
There is evidence that there was a widespread demand for 
Machiavelli's own statements at this time, for unauthorized 
Italian editions of The Prince and The Discourses were prin-t.ed' 
by John Wolfe in London in 1584. Wolfe apparently had 
ailficulty obtaining a license to prir these works p.ecau'se 
hi.s editions carry a false irnpri;n.t of 11.P~l.ermo,,. a·s the-i.r· 
. 12 p.:l-'ac .. e of J?.Ublication .• 
.. 
·~· 
- ••••-••-• - -- -•·c • 
- • 
-
-----~ • -••-" •• ,~•-· ·-
-
·•" 
-• -
-~-~ -·-•-·•·--·--•--• .--·· 
. 
' ' 
- •• 
. 
. . . ... ,. ---·-·- ---~-----~·-·. ··---.. -----·--- --- ·-- ---- ..... -------------- . -- .. --- .. ---- ----at· th·e s·ame-·t:]:me-;·----:·r.ndi·C.ates that as many Englishmen must :have_ 
be·e·_n readi'rig .M~chi..ave11.i 's · .own political trf;ati:$Oes as w~r-.e . 
. reading Pateric_.ke' s. tr.a:risJ.a.ti.o:n of Gentillet ':s Contre-Mati.hiave]~-.-. f./ . 
. . 
' . Felix Raab commeri.t:s qn this si.t·uatio:n., .~ol:>.ser-ving- that '-':nta·nu-
scripts and printed books are. -li.:ke snak~s: for e-v~ry one: _you 
s.ee there are. a hundred . o:the.J;:"_S.. h·idde.n in th·e ung_~r.growth, ...•.. :-.: 
,\" 
. ·._. 
11 
, 
'·' 
1 
. ' 1 
.{ .· 
\ 
' 
Everything indicates that, at least from the middle eighties 
onwards, Machiavelli was being quite widely read in English ,. 
and was no longer the sole pre·serve of 'Italianate• English-
men and their personal contacts, as~had been the case 
earlier. 1113 Raab further contends that "in view of the 
prol:lferation of Machiavelli's works in England" it is 
"clearly ridiculous" to persist in a blind adherence to 
I 1 • 14 Meyers cone usions. ;; 
Until the publication of Meyer's study· there had been 
more or less an unquestioning acceptanc~ of the opinion that 
Machiavelli had played an. important role in shaping Tud-o-r: 
1 . 15 state po icy. Meyer's hypothesis, however, wrought. a 
complete c·han·g.e in the tenor of -c·ritical opinion. Nb longer 
.. 
was cred.ertce g:iven .. t·o tl1~ :iaea_: :that Machiavell·i e~;~:-r.:c_t.·sed a 
direct infltie·nce or1 ·p·ol·it_i-cal a·:evelopments lrt six;t_e·enth 
c·entury Engla_n·d •. ·L. A_.r;nol·d Weissberger is 1:.h.e o:utstanding 
t 
-~ ,-~----···expone-nt· -o~-·-this- -diss·e1rt·i-:r.1g· ·v1-ewpcii.nt _l;G. · 
" 
Renaissance. In a-greement wi·th l1E9ye.r. '-s: claims, ·W.e·issberge~· 
affi·rms that the' "plenit.ude of allusion" to MachiayE{l.:li stem:$ 
'-
...: 
from Gent_i--llet' s ·contreCMachiavel. rather than.- .from· .. any 
:- ; I 
· · 17 
reading ·o:r understanding of Machiavelli's. q;_ri9:'in·a1 works, . 
... L .. 
12 
.. .,._ 
·"' 
, 
his final sununation being that "in Elizabeth's England 
.. l ,,18 Machiavelli was definite y extraneous. 
Mario Praz in his British Academy lecture was the .. 
first to intimate that Meyer's assumption needed to be re-
19 assessed. Praz disproves Meyer's contention that Rbbert 
Greene was the first to use Machiavelli's name as a derisive 
term in the form of an abstract noun in 1583. 20 As early 
as 1568 Robert Sempill, a Scotch political s~.tirist, • 1n one 
of his ballads refers to William Maitland~ the Earl of 
Lethington, secretary to Mary Queen of ~c.ot.s,- ,as.= ''tpi$: false: 
Machivilian". Another ballad, dated 157·0, r~fers to 
Maitla·nd as "a scurvie Schollar of Machiavellus lair"; and; .. 
. i.n two other b.:~·l_'lc1.ds· ,of: 157.2 -and 1583 ,· Sempill again us·es: 
th t. . .. · -. . . . . .. ·1·· · .. •.. . ·21 . __ .:er . ertn 1.n. -q. $·-imi. ar wa.y. · Praz :believes that his use of . . ~ ... 
· .. 
stage cgf the Machiavelli legend wl-ri.·ch .ch-~i:1len.ges the. va.l:.i1:dity, ". 
. 22 of Meyer's statement. 
. 
. 
L,i.l·y B. Campbell is another who }:las, ,qu.e·sti.oneq ·Meyerl·s 
pro'pouncentent.s·. 2·3· Miss Campbell bases her argum~r1t o·n :a.n · , 
... 
a·nonymous poJ~:ft:i.oal · pamphlet, The Treatise of .Treas_.ons, 
.. 
,published in 1572, four yea~s. be.fore Gentillet '-s Cantre--
24 Machiavel. The Treatise of Treasons was~ pro-Catholic, 
libelous trac.t directed aga,inst· Sir Nichola~ :.aa,con and . 
• 
' 
13 
.. ,· 
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( 
Lord Burghley. The intention behind the pamphlet was to 
absolve the Duke of Norfolk and Queen Mary of Scotland from 
any implication in a treasonable plot against Queen Elizabeth \ 
I 
/ 
and, at the same time, to prove that such treasonable plots 
against the Queen had gone undetected. Throughout the tract 
Bacon and Cecil are referred to as "Machiavels" and 
"Catilines," the terms being used either together or inter-
changeably. 25 The au-thor then procee,ds to draw a parallel 
between the inunediate. thre·at to Elizabeth and the events which 
had made it possible. for Richard III t;_9 gain access to the 
throne. On the basis of the extensive coll)parisops be.tween . 
:Richard III and Machiavelli in The Trea,tise of Tr.easons, Miss 
Campbell concludes that "Richard was .. , -at: lea·s·t. by 1-.5.72, 
accepted .as the archetype of Machi._avel.lianism, hi.s: ·a.ctivi.t.1;.e·s. 
:b~ing inade ·the .p~:t:t.-.e·-rn- by which to interpret -the: d.oi·rt··g$: .:o·.f 
. . ·• -26 po-.1.it·ic·al a-:sp_i.r~nts. " · ·er 
.Rihner' s is. an.ot·h:e .. r ~µ·t,11orit·at··ive: vo.·i:c:e rai·sed against 
~e flees Gent·ille:1:' s work epi tomi_zing 
.. the, popular m_isconceptio·n.s I l:)ut it ·is.· :h_i.s ·v·iew that 
Mac}?.iavelli 's own war~$ pl.ayed as .. important a part ~:n· forxni·n9 
the popular estimat:io~ :as any· clther source~ 27 _· This ass.erti.6n: 
appears to be well fo.undecL ftir Gentillet' s principal 
allegations ha~ been .ie~eled at Machiavelli-before 1576 and 
14 
{ 
" 
-
. -·~· 
are still to be found in contemporary criticism. 28 
In order to distinguish between what is evidence of the 
real Machiavelli's influence and what is legendary distortion 
15 
I feel that it is necessary to note the chief points on which the 
case against Machiavelli is based, compare these with what 
Machiavelli actually said and, at the same time, try to under-
stand why the Florentine statesman's words have been .so 
consistently misinterpreted. Throughout more than siX-{undred 
pages Gentillet monotonously reiterates that Machiavelli is a 
vile, wicked atheist whose diabolical precepts encourage men 
to adopt cruel and fraudulent practices in order to attain 
·power and satisfy their per.~onal· ambitio·ns. He accuses 
Machiavelli of being :tlJe .. pe:;rpetrator o_f: ail the evi_l·s o.f th.e 
time,: encour~gfng= pi~n. to. engage in poisoning, murder, f·raJld, 
.,_ 
.and ·violence-~ .Gent:il.l:et · dec.lairns,.:: 
We~ have caus·e gr·eatly· t.o cle:plore the .. ntiserie and calarnitie of the tiine ·wherein we are, which is so ·infected with Atheists, and contemners of God and of all Religion, that even th·ey, . which 
·have no religion; are best esteemed, and are called in the court l.anguage, people of service·.:· because being fraughted with all impietie and. Atheisme., and having well studied the~r Machiavell, which they know upon their fingers, they make no scruple nor censcience at anything. Commaund th~m td slay and mas·sa.cr·e·; conunaund them to rob and s,.poile good Catholickes, and Cleargie men, they rob and spdi.le all. rhey hold. benef ic.es with souldiers. garme.nts and 
: -- ...... -
j 
\ 
short clokes, yet exercise no Religion, nor cares, but for the gaine thereof. Command them to enter-
~rise the betraying or impoysoning of this or that person, they make not scruple at it .... They alwayes have in their mouths their goodly Maxirnes of their Machiavelli, to empeach and hinder a good peace. A prince (say they) must cause hirnselfe to bee feared, rather than loved: & this must be held as a resolved point . .. that a prince ought not to hold any faith or promise, but so farre, as concernes his profit: and then bee ought to know how to counterfeit the foxe, to catch and entrap other beasts, and as soone as he hath them in his nets, to play the lion in slaying and devouring them. We have set downe unto us that goodly example of Caesar Borgia, who in our country could so well counterfeit the said two beasts. Behold here the language and dealings of our Machiavel-listes, which at this day men call people of Service: for that there is no wickednesse in the world so strange and detestable, but they wil enterprise, invent, and put it in execution, if they can. From whence comes it, that they be tpus enclined to all wickednesse? It is because they are Atheists, contemners of God, neither beleeving . there is a God which seeth what they doe, nor that ought 
• 
,-
to punish them. It is that goodly doctrine of Machiavell, 
· which amongst other things complaines so much, ·that men cannot be altogether wickea. 29 
Machiavelli• s a.lleged atheism and sancti·on. of ·a·e.ceptior;t, ·f:c>'rm 
the basis not only of Gentillet ·~s v·ilification but that of 
,all his ·other detractor:s·· ·as w~l.l. Yet Machiave·lli was not an 
.ath.eist. We must r~meinber th~.t ·The Discours·e ·and The Prince 
- .. - -·-- ------
---·· - ~-· , ... -
by· Bl·ad·o in Rome ·under the sponsor·ship of Pope, Clement VII. 
\ 'Machiavelli Is enem.ies started ugly .rumors that.~he had died 
wi·th .profane·· j·es.ts: on his lips, but ·the :reports of his son -and 
·' 
16 
I. 
... 
,,, 
.• 
' 
., 
grandson testify to his having died after the manner of a 
true heliever with the benefits of the last rites of the 
Church. Villari comments that "although Machiavelli had 
frequently inveighed against the corruption of the clergy, 
and the evils wrought upon Italy by the Church, he had never 
attacked the dogmas of the faith, and never indeed discussed 
thern." 30 More recently, Leslie J. Walker, a Jesuit priest, 
has observed t·hat "I can find no evidence of atheism either 
O h O 
O h I 
.. 31 int e Discourses or in Te Prince. 
Likewise the accusation that Machia.ve·l.li :adv-is·es_: :a _pr:intte 
· that he holds no responsibili"t:Y for his wo:rd, o.nly ... as it 
affects his own personal profi:t· is et1tire1y· fal.se, for· 
. 
contrary to Gentillet 's ind·ic:tment The Pr·ince .w.as wr.it:-ten ~ .. ith_ 
the good ruler in :mi-nd a.rtd not the ty·ra_~lt,. 32 The distinguisp,i.,ng 
feature be-twe·e.n.- the good ruler and t·he tyrattt. i$: th.at the 
ef·forts of .th~_: good ruler are a.11 .di-rec-t·.e.d t.oward- -the- goo<:3.: o·f 
'-h-i s- peo.ple· i_n contras.t to :the tyrant who-s·e on.ly rnot,ivat:·ion. -i.s:. 
t-be desire fo:r self-~aggr.andize_ment. 33 
,. 
Prab.abl.y tll.e .;mpst ou.t_st.a:nd,ing "aspect of Machiave·l-.li':s: 
·thoug~t is its rela.t·ivis·m .. _ :D. Erskine Muir admonishes that, 
' 
' 
-, :we ·not :1o·se sight of ·the .fac·t that "the whol.e of Machiavelli's 
. theories are 'based On the COilti-rtg:en_cy· I i·fl .. certa:i.n Circumstance~, 
certain ac-ts are perillissible' . ;, .3·4 The e:s·.s:ence __ of Machi:avelli • s 
17 
.. 
. ! 
18 
, 
.. theory is found in the following statement from The Discourses: 
"For where the very safety of the country depends upon the 
resolution to be taken, no considerations of justice or 
injustice, humanity or cruelty, nor of glory or of shame, 
\ should be allowed to prevail. But putting all other consider-
ations aside, the only question should be, What course wil.l 
save the life and liberty of the country? 1135 Thus. wheneve··r . . . ... · 
.. ~-. 
Machiavelli advocates dissimulation, or breaking of: faith, i·t. 
i:s with the purpose of benefitting the. conunon goo:d. This 
c::.oncept of makin_g, :i-t a prince's duty ·to exer.c,i.s.e fraudulent 
means when necessit:.y ·a·emand·S: is a breaJt. ·fr:c:,tn the traditional 
advice to princes and i-s c'o·ns,iq.~i:-ed on~, of Machiavelli's 
;, 
:o ... f r,eal i·t.y .. r·a:tlt.er ·tna:r1 -th:e, 1:dea.:l .. 3·7· Machiavelli clearly 
:si:nc.e my· intention .t·s t:o say something th·at will · prove o·f practical us,e· to the i_nqui·rer,· I have . ;~~_;,,, . 
. 
·:thought .it proper to .represent things as they ar~e ' 
. in real truth, rather than as they are imagined . Many have dreamed ~up republics and· principalities which: have never ·in-tr~th been· known to ex.ist; the gulf. between how one should live and how one does l·ive .is so wide that a man who neglects what is ac.t.ually do;ne for what ·' 
. ' 
.. ,· 
should be done learns the way to.self-destruction 
rather than self-preservation. The fact is that 
a man who wants to act virtuously in every way 
necessarily comes to grief among so many who are 
not virtuous. Therefore if a prince wants to 
maintain his rule he must learn how not to be 
virtuous, and to make use of this or not according to neea.38 
19 
Contrary to Gentillet's invective, Machiavelli does not 
recommend turning away from virtue in order to lead a licentious 
' existence. In Chapter 15 of The Prince he lists the virtues 
which win a man praise aiong with their opposite qualities 
bri.nging with them condemnation. Again in Chapter 18 he pays 
tribute to the virtues, stating that the prince "should appear 
to be compassionate·, ·faithfu.l to his word, guileless and 
devout. And indeed h~ s-nou.l·d ·be so. But his dispostion 
should be such that:,. j_f· he n·eed·s ·to· b.e ·t_h~ opposite, he knows 
how" (p.10:Q.} .• ·. What Gentillet -i.·gnore·s is the sh.o·rt s.entence 
--And indeed· .. he should .be s.o·--wh.i,t~h :plain!y state:s :that 
Machiavelli ·t}:l.ink:s :a pri.hc~ ,·s:hbttld be virtuo.,u~. 
WO·rds. Mach.i.a. __ v .. e. lli ·t1p•·_holds ntocr:al vi_·:rtue: f_rom t}J._e: ideal ·St-;and ..... . , . ·- . I 
po·int, but 1111.fortunately, ~bec·a·u·s·~ ·11.m.e;"n: ctr.e ·wret.ched creattrre.·s, h. 
i·t is not ·al.way~ possiple for a. pr:i·nce; and especially ~ new 
prince, ···to ''obser·v·e a.11 ,thos·e thin·gs wn.j..c·h give men· a 
reputation for virtue.,.: be:<::!,ause in :ora~·r to maint~in ·his· state 
.. 
he i:s .often .fore.ea. t.o act in -defiah·c:e of good faith,, of 
' 
•• 
\ 
~ .. ,. 
charity, of kindness, of religion" (p.101). Yet Machiavelli 
makes it very clear that whenever the prince is forced to do 
evil he must cloak it with the semblance of virtue. This 
20 
particular recommendation has always brought forth a horrified 
response from his detractors, and has been a difficult point 
for his vindicators to justify. With a tone of regret, 
Machiavelli observes that necessity demands that a prince 
must practice deceit and cunning in order to survive: "Every-
\ one realizes how praiseworthy it is for a prince to honour 
I. 
·his word and to be straightforward rather than crafty in his. 
dealin·gs ;. n·onetheles.s. contemporary experience shows that_ 
princ:e_s. ·who have achi<a-ved great things h--iiv..e been tho:s.e Who 
h~,r-e .<.ti-,ren· their word l_ightly, who h_ave known how· to ·t._r:i.ck-
_me':lJ with_ ·their •cu-r1ning·., 'a.rid who, in the end, hav .. e .q:v:e:rc·ome 
:tho·s:·e. ~P-i.-di--ng by J:ione.st principles" 39 (p. 99) • 
. It .i:_s: c:ert .. ?l,·tn..:1-y (;fV.ident that Machiavelli i.s- -n.ot -cot1d-o_n·i-ng: 
.th·e· U$.e· of a·e·o~ption o.:r acivising the exercise of cruel me.a$ur.e:.:s 
<' 
.in order t·o .furtl1e·r: -.any -•sel:·f-i.-sh ambitions. What Machiave1·1_i 
req.lizes- a:nd. a.9.qepts- is:. that it is not possible to fi.gbt tne.· 
.i'.'· 
act in acqorcianc-e. wit·h .idea.l moraJ. :principles. , Th.i:s at·t·i:tu·d.e, 
.· . . .. '. . 
. 
may not _se·ern _quit-e ·$'0-' b-lata:n.t.ly amoral if we co:ris_ider i_t .i:n. 
I 
,. 
,i 
.. 
.. 
relationship to the opinion of the eminent contemporary 
theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, who views the ethic of Jesus 
21 
as being "the impossible ·possibility," a desiral:ile ideal which 
may or may not improve the actual worla. 40 Deplorable as it 
may seem, Machiavelli's estimation of human nature,has been 
borne out by history. 41 
From the first moment Machiavelli's writings were 
available there is record of an ambivalent tone in the nab.ire 
·of the response to them. ~2 L. Arthur Burd and Allan H. 
' 
• 
. ,.. ·1b . . 44 h O 1 1 •· • h . h • 11 1 I Gi .... · ·ert s are _s1rn1 ar view.a .concerning w y Mac 1ave 1 s 
irtt,.~r1tion. ·was '.$0·· f:retiueqtly m·is:construed. They believe that 
the :S_ped:ia)... na.t:ur.e· Of M:achi:a."velli I S adv.iC.e is USUally O\Ter-
lC)Ok-ed.,· ·f.or _Tlie Prince was writt·en with' th·e idea, .:Ln: zrtin·d that 
-un.de:r a very special :sett of ·cir·ctnns.ta:q.c.es. :Cons.equent1·y 
\., 
.. ::Machiavelli made ma.ny· sJt-a.:t:eme.11-·t:=s wl.1i.·cn ,le.i!lve implicit t}1:i.ng·s 
stated exp·:1=ici tly .i-ri hiLs-' .la·rg~r wo.r-k; _·,r..he. Dis.c-ourses. Thus a 
.., 
c·ur·sory reading :o.f The- Prince with:o_u.t:· .r·ef {;r~r1ce to Machiavel'Ii '"s~ 
mo.re :definiti-v·e wo:rk :m~y very ea=si'l.y· lead to :-mi-sco~cept.iorts 
.· . 
. ·-,.~··'•:,. ~ - , .. ··-··--·~ ....... , .. 'Ribn~·r· ·· f·ur.f:ne.r'· ·a/t·t:::r"5~butE:.~·- ·-1::jie_~-~14;e-~ 
. '· 
/. 
political thinking entirely new to his contemporaries, and 
one, I might add, which is not wholly acceptable.to ours. 
It was Machiavelli's purpose to describe· the political 
,I 
world as it was, not as he deemed it should be. The 
originality of Machiavelli's work was the fact that he did 
not expound his views from the standpoint of ethical 
considerations. Because of Machiavelli's insistence on 
dealing with realities instead of remaining immersed in 
speculations abopt an ideal realm, majority opinion has always 
t d d t 1 'k h' '' ,,, ' 1 45 en e o oo upon 1m ,a.s ,a,n 1nunora man. :A_s recently as 
1951, Eric Voegelin stat-es ',tha't: ''the name o:f, Niccolo 
Machiavelli . . . to the public ·at la.rge, st.i,11 l.·ies, i:_,1;1 'the 
shadow of ;moralisti~ condernnation. 1146 
Machiavelli's method rep,r:e,s,e.nts the dramatic dhan.g:es. 
' 
. ~ 
.which took place in the Renaiss,-ance world. Man's out'l.ook was 
I 
no longer center-ea o_n a h.~avenly kingdom. but rad:tc·alfy t,u.r_n.ed:: 
22 
:s:·.tilJ: cl)._~·r,i:·she,d· by t:he :mu1ti~µ9.~, a,na:ve_s,ti·ges.·o,f the,-o:1d,--·---··,···-·'·-·-,· ..... ~· - ,, .... ~·-.~---. . . . .... - ·-· ... " .•· -·. --- .·~ ... 
rninoritv-. 
.. .. -
-~ In J:~1-is an·al.ys~:s d.f tl1e· nat.,ure, _a.f Mach:ia:v.e_l.li ',s . ' ' 
,,· 
·/;1. 
, . .(., 
_, ... - .. l -· -
reception in Tudor England, Felix Raab observes that there 
was an evolving awareness in the minds of Englishmen that 
the medieval concept of the state was untenable in the 
crucible of actual political experience. Men had become 
increasingly conscious of the fact that the Christian world-
view was irreconcilable with their immediate world of practical 
politics. In effect what was takfng place was a confrontation 
between the universe as conceived by St. Augustine and the 
world as delineated by Machiavelli. Machiavelli wrote from 
the viewpoint of a completely secular political world wherein 
man was seen as an autonomous creature limited only by his 
own deficiencies and the strictures of Fortune. Raab conunents, 
"When we c·onsi,d.e.r T:udor • poli t~cal I thought we must look beyond 
the .limits -c:>:f w}J.at.. we regard as pol.itical,. and reckon wit.h much 
that. we. wo:ul·a now call 'religiou.s • thought-. 11 Justi fi.cation 
.~.o.r t:he e~·i~ten·.ce and b~h.avior ·of q..' Christian- .ruler was ba·s·e.d 
.on ·th.e :a.·nc1.X.ogy that th·e ea:rth1y. ,r.uler :ho.Ids the same .re,J.a.t_ion-. ~ -'· 
$hip to his state that. God .. do.est .to· His µp_iv·e:r:s··e. 'r.he p·oint .. 
,, 
R·a·ab· :emphas,izes is th.a,t regar.ql.e·_s.s. of. th~· :Tudor ·Engl~s.bmart':·s: 
.; . 
. re.lig,ious bent,- whet11er he wa.$ ·C'atiboli:q,, P:Jro.te··s·tan.t.:, .or. 
He·nrician Ref.:q_r"In~-+-~, ... h_is. world--vi:ew ~nd' ,concept o .. f ··~t:he .. s·:tat:e· - - - . - . .... . . .. . -- ·- - . . - . -- .•. .. : .· . . . ..,. . 
. . : . 
- _; . . -: - . 
was .staunchly .·anchored in the belief that· h·is wo:r .. lq., th·e 
sta:te .. , :and · .its rule~ were ma-rti.fes:tation.s o:f ·God r .s will .• 4:7:· 
23 
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Thus it is not surprising that Machiavelli's reversal of the 
relative positions between God and man in combination with 
his relegation of religion to the mere status of serving 
as a valuable instrument to the state provoked vehement 
denunciations. 
Raab views the reaction to Machiavelli in England in 
terms of a series of responses activated by the particular 
state of English affairs. He divides these responses into\ 
three different types: 1) the response of total rejection, 
24 
2) the equivocal response, and 3) the unequivocal response. 48 
Th·_e: response of total rejection is :P.e:st. represented by 
Cardin·al Reginald _Po:le49 and Rosr-~r- Ascharn, 50 who both 
completely reje.cted Machiavelli i ~ .¢io·ctrines and together 
demonstrate that Catholics ·and: Protestants w.ere equally 
vehement .. in their de.nt1nc-iati··q·ns of Machiave_lli •. 'The re~ 
. -~ 
.-a:ct:·i:qn:··s· 'tff these p.rom.i.nent Tu·dor schola;r.~ .. repres.eht t;li:e typ.e 
.. O·:f: t·h-irtking wl).:;:l.ch s.pawned the Ma.ch·itav.~·-:l~f.igttre qf· tll(:.· · ,.,;.; 
t1nd.oubtedly the: ·p.re\1·aiii~l9 .o:i-1e,, rie:verthe·less. ·ther_e w~.r:.e ·Tu.d.'cir 
statesmen. an.a men .of lett.~x:·s·: ·1·ike William Thomas, 5:1 I~ichard. 
·\ 
Morison, 52 an.d _Si:r -wal.t:~r· Raleigh, 5.3 whom Raab s·-in.g:l:e_s: ·_out· 
11 
. ..,-
' 
as showing ev·±clen.c::-e i]J t::.Jr.ei.r· wr.i·ti:n.gs :of· the ,~-q~i:vo.c.·:a·l .. 
.. ;; 
\ 
/ 
.•.. 
' 
J -
\.,: 
•.f 
t 
response. Through a kind·of tension, or "double-think", in 
their mode of thinking these men were able to accept 
Machiavelli, yet at the same time retain a hold on their 
orthodox theocentric viewpoint. The third response, 
unequivocal acceptance, according to Raab was extremely rare. 
He cites Bacon as being the only writer of his time who 
expressed a complete acceptance of the concept that the 
political world provides mankind with the dominant sph~~e 
f h . . . 54 o is activity. . ,· Raab's th~6~y· of r~~ponses is a valid 
:o.o:rtstruction, ·b.ut I am of the opinion that. the·re ar·e other 
Elizabethans, namely, Gabriel Harvey, :s~i:- Ph.ilip .Sidney, 
Edmund Spen·ser, and Chri·st·opher Marlowe,.. who· can reasonabl.y 
.. 
. 25 
be included with Bacon in· the categor.y pf· unequivocal reSl)O:P·$e:. 
'What appears :to be equivocation i;ri 't.he::i,r work can · be acc,c;:run·ted .. 
k° :; n· "".' ' 
. . . . .I .. ' . t t: t'' h. t t I 
. 
5
.
5
· 
wi·.(1. .. cr· •.. ·was;, J>rQm)/n:e:n·.· a..· · .. · .. a·· .. · · irne .. Prit;il -compa~at.ive~ly 
of· ·the an·ti·-Machiave.ll:.ian voice.s,. a. conc.lus·i0n :1:>a:sed: lai:-ge.l.y· .. 
c>:it t:he.- :S~·tirical pQot:ms on Machiavelli iri'c:li:rcfe,l i.n.· hi:s: .. L~ti11 
wo·r·k G.ratulationes Valdinenses which he p·re:~:,e,n·,t:ecl t.o Qu.~.eh 
\ 
,_ 
1 . b . 1 56 E iza eth in 578. It is Thomas Jameson's belief, however, 
that the poems on Machiavelli from Gratulationes were not 
written with the purpose of satirizing Machiavelli but 
instead were composed as warnings to the Queen to beware of 
her French suitor, the D~ke of Alen9on, and his Medici 
. 57 connect.ions. By turning the poems into a burlesque 
through the use of the Machiavel, Harvey sought to call 
attention to Alen9on and his friends, who in truth were 
Machiavellians of -the type portrayed by Gentillet. Jameson 
bases his ironical interpret-at·i:on· of the poems on two facts \ ., 
which would seem to conf-irnt :hi:s· argument: first, the jotting.s 
in. H~rvey' s marginalia r.e-,t:ea·1 c.\ .. n ot1tr-tght :·admiration for 
Machiavelli, and second, ·t·he. e·s·seric~ :o.:f Hary~y··•s s.tyl-e is: I 
• 
. . t. d . . 5-.8 sa 1.re an irony. Iif J-ames.on..·;: s i:.h~.O.t·y. is cc,-r:r·ec~, it 
-wo.u.:1a seem th·at Ga.J~>riel Harvey; t.o·o,. b:e.longs rightful-!~( w·ith r· 
13ac.o·n -aQ;d Mar-·low.~ a-s one who r·e·s·por1ds to Machiavelli i.n a.n 
59 unequi voca.l way.. Ha;(vey 1 s· rrta·rginalia prove that lie,: ,adfui:re.d 
wor.k·s, . yet a:t the s·?iffie t:inte .he; w.as -~qually· ·we_l,_l.~ve:r:s:-e·d· in· 
\ 
ant,i-Machiavell.i·a.n ±,leas: ·of· th·-e., :kind _f.o.11nd i:n Gep·t:il.let·•: s 
Contre-Machiav'~:·l .• 
. . . 
. . 
·O 
\ 
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Another Elizabethan whose equivocal designation I 
question is Sir Philip Sidn~y. Rihner detects an attitude 
of equivocation in Sidney's Arcadia, observing that there,is 
a remarkable co-existence between the "Machiavellianism" of 
p~pular legerrland the political philosophy of the Florentine's 
• t 1 I I 60 ac ua writings. Another work of Sidney's Discourse to the 
Queene's Majesty, Rihner claims to be "a perfect sample of 
' the Machiavellian spirit in political writing as it manifested 
61 itself in Elizabethan England." In the Discourse Sidney's 
intention is the ·same. as Harvey's- in Gratulationes--to question 
the advisabilit:Y of the Quee·n; s ·marriage to i;he Duk-~- of 
::A:leriyon. In this political~ .. t.:rea.ti.se, Sidney, like ·M~Gn.ia.v·e.-lli, 
·s:tre;;_$e·s: .. t·h·:e \rtili tar.ian. a·spe.c·t of religion. He- c1._.rg-ues th~t 
·Eli::z.abe:-1:h •-s .;rnarr-i:ag-:¢. ·t.o Alen.ran -wotild ·aliena·te :her.: ·c.h·arnp·ipns, 
'tlie Pro·t·esta.n:t ::f.:ac·tion, whil~ :a-t :,the .sam;._e tint~ ·her .. ac:t·±o·h 
' \ .. 
·~· 
in.-su·lts .. .T,h·is advice r.eflects Ma.chia.velli i .·S. .:i;:-.e:curring prec·ept 
·:·s:ta:ted. i·n· C.hapt:e·r. •~ o_f· The ·prince which wa.rn·s ·th:a:t those who 
·ha·v:e 9nq~ been. ep:_ernies,. or who have bee.ri. bf:. ~ended. in· ·a11y way 
._Jp.y; the :rµ-.l.·e·r:, must never ag.aih :·be :Place.d.-· i.n .. ~.a ·po·s·i tion of 
'6 .. 2· . . tru:s:t ... · ·· - Whethe·r siidn:E3Y :ma·d:e ·c.o·ns·.c-ic,u.s u.-se of· Machiave1·1;1.:·, .s 
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there is undeniably a similarity in Sidney's method of 
reasoning as well as in the ideas he presents. 
In the Arcadia Sidney in~orporates the legendary 
Machiavel with the doctrines of Machiavelli's own writings. 
He portrays Basilius, the irresolute ruler, who permits his 
kingdom to fall into ruin, alongside Euarchus, a model king, 
who epitomizes Machiavelli's ideal prince. In addition to 
these representatives of genuine Machiavellian doctrine, 
there are five villains, or Machiavels; who exemplify the 
distortion.s. of· the popu-lcir legend. In Basilius, Sidney 
.11> 
por·t:.rays a k·i.bg wh·.o is t-he type Mach .. i·avelli warJts. against as 
the. l·eader 9:f .a ria..ti.on:_, one who is c;.qmple:tel:y1 lacking in 
As for Eu.a·r:ch'u·s, ·ins:ofar. -:qs __ pol.i ti:cal 
:i·o..:e:a:l. pr·i-nce, :but .;Lp. hi_$ p:ort.r::a_yl. Si·q:n;:ey· places an emphas{·s on . 
- . 
. . 
pe:r .. so.nal mc)ra.lity wll,i_ch, is: .not '\'7ithi.p tJre· scope of Machiave:lli.a:s 
·+ - · · .. .. · .. · - :· .... : ..... · . . . ·6:4· . 
con-sid-.e.rat·ions:. . . . . -
. 
. ~ · ... · .. 
iibp.e·r ~.cioe.$ n:ot:· ·propb.]3.e· to draw any a·.Ir .. e·c·t 1.i:pe -.of 
t:6 show th.e existin-g sitni·la.rit_.i.~.s i·n :thei·r int~:l.le¢t:u.·c:1.l :a·nd· 
:cultural patterns_. 65 It is t17-e ,dichotomy :of S'ici:ney 's~thbtight 
) 
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which intrigues Ribner. He believes that Sidney's "Machiavels" 
.Ji 
demonstrate his .misunderstanding of the Florentine's principles, 
yet he also asserts that the actual ideas of Nicco7 
Machiavelli were accepted by Sidney and are reflected in the 
. h . h . h d 1 . . 1 · d 66 expression of is most cerise po 1t1ca 1 eas. Accordingly, 
it would seem that Sidney is the perfect e,xample of the 
) 
equivocal response, an almost simultaneous attitude of , 
acceptance/rejection. But I feel that it is quite within ·t:h:e· 
realm of possibility.that Sidney's use of the legendary 
Machiavel was based entirely on i·ts dramatic value, rather 
than for any polemical reasons, ju:st as I am firmly convinceq 
·r.; 
that Marlowe adopted the Machi_:a..:y~l p:e:o.~use of its iribe:r.e.n-t: 
dramatic qualities. Rihner aq.lllij::s: ·that. :1:·he dramati~rt.s . 
. , 
·inu:n~c:lia.t·ely seized upon the ·n.ew :Cb:aracter of Machiav.e,l a:s·. a-
m~_ans .of. ·upda·ting the stock :v-illa.iti. o·f ·Se·necan drama·, · a's: :w·ell 
as the v.ic·e. ~:it th'=. moral-ity· and the. devil o:f' the mira.cl·~ 
A: -further .exp.lanati·o-n o;e t.'he s-tage .Machiavei·:lJ.:.:which. 
,. 
:Se'eiiis relevant to the subj.ec't ot· ·thi_s 0 disc.'t1s·:sion is- m:a.a~· ·.by· 
·f . . .. • t • • 11 68 
_,.:·I?Om 1 s origins.. . 
Another. Elizabetha.n litelr"a-~y figure W.PO '$:e.e.m.s ·to. · 
.-, 
. -/'' . . . . . .:. demorts·tr:a.t·e· a two-fold r_e$po:11se. to Machiave· ..l_.li 4-'.s· Edmu-:r:id. J .
. ': 
·';'· 
4 
• 
.. -~,~· .. 
. ' 
Spenser. Edwin A. Greenlaw claims that Spenser's Mother 
Hubbard's Tale exemplifies Gentillet's conception of 
Machiavelli's ideas, although his political statement, View 
of the Present State of Ireland, reflects Machiavelli's theories 
! h . f 69 n t eir true orm. In Mother Hubberd's Tale, the fox 
Reynold typifies all the treacherous characteristics attributed 
to Machiavelli by Gentillet: blasphemous attacks on religion, 
unrnitigated,cruelty, conscienceless perjury, and unprincipled 
h . I 70 ypocrisy. In his View of the Present State of Ireland, 
Spenser d£~cussea the question of governing Ireland, one of 
the most -d.is·tres~s:ing problems ccirif.ronting Que:en Elizabeth and 
l)·e:r; :coun~elors. Gre·e-nlaw c,ontends t:h·a.t Spenser recognized 
th·at. the pri.nc.-i:p·l:es: s.:e:t f:o:rth in 'C~hapt.er 3 of The Prince for 
maintainJ...Jlg: co·:ntrol ·cJver: a.. c,onquer.ed ·territory, particular·1.y: 
where there- ·1~ a d-i·f.fer:e .. n.c..e in lang;uage and cu·stoms,. we:~·e 
1 ·1 ,: . ·, .. 1 71 ~qntro ing :Ire and. Although in the View Speti's_e·r. guo-t·es 
··a·irEictly from The Discourse-a, it is The Prince which· Greenlaw -
conside.1;.:s -to be the source .of Spenser's argument. As· proof, 
· ·he offer_::; .. cr.o_s~~.r:efe.rehce·s from the View and The Prince in 
-order to demonstrate tl:le c.orres·po~ndences between t_he two ·v.ro~rk:s, 
and cites three point~ which·· he·: bel·ieves- .subs-ta-ntiate his·· cla-i_nr: 
30 
-first, verbal parallels in the two works;-second, a similarity 
l 
in structure and style; and third, the quotations from The 
Discourses, the work not bearing directly on the problem under 
discussion, which would imply that Spenser most certainly must 
have been familiar with The Prince, the treatise which initiates 
h . f h 1 f d t · · 72 t e question o t e rue o conquere erritories. Since 
Mother Hubberd's Tale is an imaginative work it seems quite 
reasonable that Spenser's dual presentation of Machiavelli's 
principles might, as we have; suggested about Sidney and 
. . ~. . -Marlowe, very well stern from. Spenser'-s recognition of. 't;:.J1e 
inherent dr:ama-t·ic potentialities o.f ·:the Machia·ve·:1.li ,l.egend;-
and that th:i·-S in:sight is enti1:e:ly di.vorced from his se·r.i.o:U-s 
in View of the- Pre:s·ent. Stat·e .. of Ir·.e·i-and .. 
To c-omp:lete. our survey o:f Tudor i_n:t·el.le(±'.tt;tal.s.: who .})ad~ a 
tr·ue i-ns:i:ght· .ipto Machiavell-i' s ··i.deas we must ·.br,ie.fly copsi,d·er 
-Francis B·aco.n, the one E).iz:.a·b;ethan Raab feels :u-nre-serv~c:i-Iy· 
·ciccepted Macbi-:ave·lli. r·t, is ·tr\~,e that· Ba·co11' s relat.to.ns.h·ip: 
• to Machiave:l.!i differs froµt that.. o·f .c(Jiy. either Tudor E_ri:g·lis:hmaJ;l 
:.and t·h:at· the·re. i.s·· a ve:ry s·t:·rong · simi:l.ar:i·ty in their basic 
:.at·t.itude.s .. : ~oth Machiav.e·il:i. :ana .B,a.c.oh con~ciously accept· ~he 
a .. ichot'omy between the Agg.us.ti.:niari conception ··of· the univ.~_rse 
and -the pqlJ.t·ical :wof'.J.c;i of' .re.-a-1.ity, placing th'ei;r coh.f i~lf:?nC.e: 
,. 
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in a wholly secular approach to political affairs. 73 Vincent 
Luciani admits that Bacon was indebted to Machiavelli for 
many of his political and moral ideas; and, in accord with 
N. Orsini's statement that Bacon was more Machiavellian than. 
Machiavelli himself, 74 Luciani observes that Bacon goes one 
step further than Machiavelli because he strives to apply 
Machiavelli's precepts to daily life, whereas Machiavelli 
confined himself to political affairs. Bacon's three major 
works--Advancement of Learning, De Augrnentis Scientiarum, and 
Essays--all reveal the strong influence of the works of 
Machiavelli, in particular The. Prince and T.he Discourses. 75 
I do· .riot off er the forego.ing examples of Machiavelli's 
-in·fl:ue:nce on Marlowe's coht$rnpora.r·ies o.f s-imilar backgrou·nci' . ~ 
. 
a:s ·any.·tb.,:L·n_g more than a premi·se that if ·they were. s.o infl-uehce.a:. 
it s~·ems more than likely that Marlowe--that most Italianate 
.o:.:f -Elizabe.than Englishmen~~mus·t have had ample opportuni.ty· .t;o .. 
come·. unde.r the F.lorent·ine Sta·te·:sma·n I s direct inf luenc·e •• 76 . . ' ·. ' - ..... - . . . . . 
· . 
. The attempt to establish a .. dir·ec;t cau$:e--ef·f.-ect .re·1ati:.onsll..ip: 
between Machiavel·li I s writings· .and: sub·sequent p·olitica.i. events'·-· 
. 
,, 
~ 
or literary examples, however, ~s, ar1a_logous to tryi·ng to pin- · 
., 
. ,;. 
I point the exact rneasur:e of i-nfluence Sigmu·n.d Fre·ud' s ·theory 
of persona Ii ty has wrought on our twentieth century _c.;u.lt'.ure ~ 
We can theorize ~s 't:o w:tie:t)1er or not the .radi:cal. changes .in 
I 
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our attitude toward human behavior are the result of the 
infiltration of Freud's concepts into all levels of our 
-
intellectual life and social structure; in the same way we 
can speculate as to just how much th~ burgeoning secularism 
in sixteenth century England was inspired by Machiavelli's 
doctrines. From the popular viewpoint the terms Machiavellian 
and Freudian arouse much the same feeling of opprobrium. Every 
aspect of our conte~porary culture has been permeated by so-
called Fr~udian concepts, yet if we set forth to demonstrate 
... a specific derivation from Freud in the work of a contemporary 
playwright lik~ Tennessee Williams, Edward Albee, or Arthur 
Miller, we ,encounter essentially the s.ame kind of problem as 
when vte attempt to estal;>lish a di.rect relationship between 
Machiave=lli and Marlowe. 
FJ~-eud' s ideas ha.ve been: sin.g;l.e.d out .±.n Shakes:pEiar·.~, j:u·st 
.. as ·Machiavelli• s polit:.icali precept .. s h:ave ·been discovered in. 
·ideas and state po.:Liciie-s t.or:rtittl.~ted both centuries befor·e and 
f h ·.1·. s· . • - 7·7 a· ~er t . 1.me .. ·Both. -ic.o:no.crJ._a,s·1:s.; _Freud and Machiavelli ., 
. descri.bed tend.~:nc.ie-s a·na· pat·t~rn:s of hUI11an b~havior which has 
.-., 
.. alwc;iys exis·t~cl an-d· qu~ite possibly always will-... .F.urthermore, 
neither .one was interested in moral or ethi_c:_a=l c.onsideratio:hs,. 
" 
their in:t.ent was the same: t-o describe wllat . i;s; 'n.ot wha.t 
-~ 
' 
sho:u.ld b:e. At thi.s point·th:en we ma.Y well ~1:sk·: :1f ho.tb.ing· 
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concrete can be determined in the study of a problem such as 
we are tackling, what is the reason for the present discussion? 
Perhaps the answer to this question can be found in Paul Hyland 
Harris' observation that "the problems of literature widen out 
toward those of cultural history. 1178 Machiavelli's ideas are 
part of what Harris terms the "cultural ambient" of the 
Elizabethan era just as Freud's are a part of our own. Ii 
the Florentine's works were familiar to other Cambtidge men 
of Marlowe's day, then it is safe to assume that Marlowe was 
acquainted with them, tq9. Consequently, the purpose of the 
ensuing port~on of this paper will _not be to try to offer 
·, 
conclusive .pro:o·f ·th·at Marlowe w:a·s influ.enced ·by Mac;;hiavelli 
but rathE=:.r ·t:o dis·cover th·e \J;)e.r·vas.ive evidence in Marlowea:s 
.. 
·~ .. 
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FOOTNOTES ... 
1In the Spectator, 19 July 1968, p.90, J. Enoch Powell, MP, reviews a new edition of Guiseppe Prezzolini's Nicolo Machiavelli. In this review Powell divides politicians into two irreconcilable types which he believes were as prevalent in ancient Greece as in modern Britain. The division is made according to those who accept human nature as it is and a~tempt to adapt society to its limitations and those who refuse to do this and demand that human nature change in order that the social structure may be improved. Powell says, "The same division of opinion about Machiavelli--a realist and practical politician, or a diabolic corrupter?--has run through every age-and country down to the present .... Machiavelli has had his worst "press" in the United State, the home of political idealism, and his best in Germany, the home of Realpolitik ... not only, however, because of 'Realpolitik and realism. The Florentine who wished to place his political insights at the service not only of his city but of Italy, was a patriot in the modern, self-conscious sense of the term. Machiavelli was a forerunner of the risorgimento ... [anaJ at the same time a forerunner of European nationalism." 
2rrvin:g Rihner, "Machiavelli and Sidney: the Arc·adi:a. o·f 1590, 11 Studies iri Philology, XLVII (1950), 153. 
3 
. . j , . Marlowe's .:Tamburlaine, (Na.:shv'i·1.1.~t :.1949).,, p.: 215:. 
411Marlowe and Machia:velli," Comparative Literature, VI(l954J, 353. _ A contrary opinion is expressed by T.N. Tomlinson in~ Study of Elizabethan and Jacobean Tragedy, (Cambridge, 1964), p. 49, in his view that Marlowe does not identify himsel,f with Tam.burlaine. Also,. F.P. Wil~son, 
3.5 
_ Mar !owe._ and __ ~-~:t:'.lY Sliake"sp-eare, (O*-f,or-d-, "-"±954), p.·48-~"'-'~'befI=.reve·s - =. ·.. 
--
.... ---·-···that Marlow demonstrates a dramatic objectivity in his work .• 
.. 
5 
"Marlowe and Machiav.~llJ., n p .• 3:51 _. 
' • ·"::."-i,11: 
• 
6Machiavelli and the Elizabethan Drama (Weimar, 1897),, 
reprint~d by Burt Franklin Research and source work series 
#69, (New York, n. d.), pp. ix-xi. 
7 
Meyer, p. x. 
8Irving Rihner, "The Significance of Gentillet's Contra-
Machiavel," Modern Language Qu~rterly, X(l949), 153. 
' 
9Four of the manuscripts are in the British Museum, one 
in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, one in Queen's College, 
Oxford, and another in the private collection of Mr. Jules 
Furthman of Los Angeles. For a detailed account of these 
manuscripts see Napoleone Orsini, "Elizabethan Manuscript 
Translations of Machiavelli's Prince," Journal of the 
Warburg Institute, I{l937), 166-169; Hardin Craig, ed., 
"Introduction," Machiavelli's Prince: An Elizabethan Tradition (Chapel Hill, 1944), pp. xiii-xxxii. 
1· oo·- ..... . 
. · rs1n1. . 
. . ,. ·- -· - - I p .. , 1-6:6 • 
xi V-'XV,i.f.:i •. 
.. -.. · .. · . ..- .. '• . . -· 
12:For the full account of· th·e John w·o·If e editions·, 
consult A. Gerber, 11All of the Five Fictitious· Italian 
Editions of Writings of Machiavelli and Three of These of 
Pietro Aretino _ Printed by John Wolfe of· London (1584---._1?_~§) ,_ 1 
• 
- . - . - -- .. -Modern.Language Notes, XXII(l907), 2~6; i29-135. 
13The English Fa·ce of Machiavelli, . ·(Toronto, 1964), p. 53. 
14 . 
·, Raab, p. 56-,. 
f 
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15The definitive statement of this view is found in W. Alison Philips, "The Influence of Machiavelli on the Reformation in E11.gland," The Nineteenth Century, (December, 1896), pp. 907-918. Philips not only endorses the belief that Thomas Cromwell's political methods were derived from Machiavelli, but he ventures to go so far as to state that there is good reason to suspect the Florentine had a strong influence on the statecraft of Queen Elizabeth. To say the least, Philips' thinking is fanciful, the most exaggerated of his claims being the suggestion that it seemed very possible to him that the theatrical aspect of both Queen Elizabeth's public and private life was the result of her study of The Prince. 
l6"Machiavelli and Tudor England," Political Science Quarterly, XLII(l927), 589-607. 
17weissberger-, pp. 589-:5.90 .. , 
'" 
18weissberger ~ p.. 60:7 .... 
1911The Politic Brain: Machiavel.l-i ~r1d the. Elizabethans," in The -Flaming Heart (Doubleday Anc·hor. B.ook: New York, 1958), pp. 90-145. 
20Meyer_, p:. 27 ,. 
21T· h. · . ·1,.;.: 11: d . · . . 
. . 1 . 
. .. t. . 1 d 
· -- . · ese Jva · -· -a s are ix, xx11, xxx., x .v, r_espec _:1ve y, an 
. . . 
are printed with Sempill's other ballads in Satirical Poems of- ··the Time of the Reformation, ed. J. Cranstoun, (Sco·ttish Text Society, Edinburgh & London, 1891-1893). The first critic to not.e this use of Machiavelli I s name as a derogatory appel-lation. was 0. Ritter in his article t'~ach_iaYell.i-in Eri-g-land, 11 Englisehe Stud'ien, XXXIII (1903), 159-160. Rit~er, however, only gives the facts and do~s_not attempt to draw any conclusions such as Praz did. Praz states, "Given the close relations between Scotland and France, we will find it very na-tur.al that the Machiavelli legend, hatched in France among the Huguenots under the rule .of ·catherine de.· Medici, should 
' 
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have fir~ found its way to Scotland and the Scottish Reformers." Praz refers to George Buchanan's Admonitioun (1570}, in which an aspersion is cast in the words "Proud contempnars or machiavell mokkeris of all religioun and vertew" (p.94). For further information about Machiavelli in Scotlar1d see John Purves, "The First Knowledge of Machiavelli in Scotland," La Rinascita, I(l937), 139-142. Purves calls attention to the fact that the first French translation of The Prince (1553) was dedicated to a Scotsman, James Hamilton, the second Earl of Arran. Another Scotsman, William Fowler, translated The Prince about the end of the 16th century, a version which precedes the Dacres translation by more than forty years. 
2211 Politic Brain," p. 94 • 
\ \ 
\ 
23shakespeare' s '-'Histories": Mirrors of Elizabethan Policy, {San Marino, 194 7, 1963), pp. 322-331. 
24Raab, English Face, p. 60. It has been suggested that this·work quite possibly was written by John Leslie, Bishop of Ross, who had referred to Machiavelli with disparaging connotations in~ Tr~atise Concerning the Defence of Queen Mary's Honour (1569). 
25campbell, p. 323. lhis· fact. i-s of _pa~tic\1lar interest 
·to Miss Campbell because of the .lin~- .in· T·he True Tragedy of . ·Richard the Third which reads 
but 
-to 
and set the aspiring Catiline 
to schoole, 
which is changed irt 1_ Henry VI, III,· -ii,, 
read 
and set the mur'drous Machiavel 
~- to school. 
1·9<3; .... 
.. ·'· 
Of particular interest to this paper is ·the fact that Una M. Ellis-Ferme:t: in per critical study, ChristoI?her Marlowe, (London, 1927), p. 143, assumes that Marlowe i~ the author of The True Tragedy although she makes lier discussion into an Appendix because the extant text is. obviously corrupt. 
:,~ ~·.- ~- . 
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26 Campbell, p. 326. Miss Campbell also points to the libelous attack directed against Queen Elizabeth!s favorite, The Earl of Leicester, The Copie of a Leter {1584), wherein Leicester is referred to as Machiavellist and also compared to Richard III. He is again called such in 1592 in another libel directed against Lord Burghley, ~ Declaration of -the True Causes of the Great Troubles, presupposed to be intended against the realme of Englande. 
' 
2711 s· 'f' of h' 1" 157 igni icance Contre-Mac iave, p. . 
28Lee Strauss, Thogghts on Machiavelli, (Glencoe, Illinois, 1958), pp. 11-12, in stating the intention of his work sounds very much- like the twentieth century counterpart of Innocent Gentillet when he y,ays, "We do not hesitate to assert, as very many have asserted before us, and we shall later on try to prove, that Machiavelli's teaching is inunoral and irreligious." 
-~ 
29
~ Discourse upon the meanes of wel Governing ... ~ Kingdome ... Against Nicolas Machiavell, the Florentine, tr. Simon Patericke, (London, ·1602) . , 
'.:' .. 
.... 30Pasquale Villari, The Life and Times of Niccolo Machiavelli, t·r. Linda Villari, (London, 1898), II, 504 . 
• 31
~
1Introduction, 11 The rDi~courses of Niccolo Machiavelli, t.r. Leslie ;r. Walker, (New York, 1950), I, 79. For Mas:=hiavelli's own adm.i-ssion of belief in God see Chapters 11 and 26 of The - - -·-Princ·e. 
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34Machiavelli and His Times (London, 1936),p.68; see Ettore Janni, Machiavelli, tr. Marion..Enthoven, (London, 1930), pp. 160-161. 
35The Discourses, (Modern Library: New Yo~k, 1950), III, 42, 58. All references are to this edition. Another of Machiavelli's statements on this subject is found in The Discourses I, 9, 138-139. 
36Gilbert, Forerunners, p.. 13·2,. 
3 7J .H. Whitfield, Machia·vell~ __ , (-<>x,·f·ora, 1947), p. 190 . 
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1966), pp. 90-91. 
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- . 
(Penguin Classic: Hanunondsworth_, Engl.a-rid., All references are to this editidn~ 
.,, 
39Jeffrey Pulver, Machiavelli (London, 1937), pp. 20-22~ ·c.omments on the violence of the times in which Machiavelli lived, when political survival was simply a ,case qf enforcing one's own demands or of being enslaved by another; of stabbing· or being stabbed; poiso·ning or· being poisoned. 11 Pulver further discusses the vioiations of the pledged word in the modern political world. He states: 11 It would appear that two: codes of morality are s.till employed in the government of th_e, , civilized na~ions of the world: one that is preached in the pulpits, th~ Press and the lea<jue councils, and the other that is acted upon by spi.es, ambassadors, and war · off·ices. It should surely not· be difficult to decide which of the two l ,methods i·s t_he less dishonest:_ that of Machiavelli, who. ~drttits ' 
. 
his intention of taki_ng advantage o·f his enemy if he_ c:a-n, or·' that of the mod~~:r:t. :p_C>l_itician who preaches peac-.e ,whi.le he prepares ·to~ _war, who signs treat.ies- that he has neither the: intention.- nor· . t~e po\yer to observe ,-~nn--wrro-··snaps his finger·:s· at indignant Europe in arms, be:caus·e he knows that no 11ation is -sufficiently ·.uns·elf ish to instruct its leaders to. ~PJ?OSe htm in his illegal, cruel;' or· cowardl·y actions. All cry 'P~ace, '. and there is no peace·. II 
In the same vein,_ Leslie J •. Walker,· p.128, remark's that "on the whole Machiave1:1i' s .theory hang$ together remarkably well" and that he r~cognized · "the natur.e: of things f:ar more 
40 
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clearly than most political writers have done." Whitfield, pp. 67-68, examines Machiavelli's relat·ivism and sums ups the reality of Machiavelli's ideas by a comparison to our 
contemporary situation whereby we hope to abolish the horrors of technological warfare yet find the impractica-
,'bility "in playing cricket when the other side plays it with 
machine-guns."" 
' 
40An Interpretation of Christian Ethics {Meridian Books: New York, 1960), pp.1 60-61. It is interesting to r:iote that Gentillet himself (p.224) admits that there can be a war of 
right reason and that force and fraud are ·acceptable if put to "right use." Allan Gilbert, Forerunners, pp. 124-125, 
reveals that the Bishop Osorius of Portugal, one of Machiavelli's most impassioned detractors, in effect espous~d Machiavellian doctrine when he suggested in a dialogue that it was acceptable to break faith for the good of one's country. ~ 
) 
41see Walker, p. 120; also, leo~ardo Olschki, in Machiavelli: The Scientist (Berkeley~ 1945), pp. 31-33, 
compares Machiavelli I s insight into. the fundamental principles. 
of man's psychological function with· Galileo I s assumptions 
concerning our physical world. 01.s,chki states that between 
:them they "inau.gurated .a new era -of human thought. " 
• 
42None of Machiavel:li 'i. s In.ore important wo;r_ks was published during his lifetime. Nevertheless, there is evidence that The Prince circulated freely in manuscript (see Villari, II, 186)~r Grattan Freyer, "The Reputati·on of Machiavelli," Herrnathena, LVI (1940), 150,claims that "we have the testimony of men such, 
as __ Soderini, Vettori, Clement VII.-, and many others, that the 
.Secretary of Florence was highly esteemed ih .his own day by all 
who knew· him." Yet, there are at !·east two piece.s of vitl!per-
a_.tive commentary dating from Machi:a-velli I s-, lif.etime which 
anticipate the charges of evil intention, which,became common-places only a few years after the statesman's death (se~ . 
- ~ 
. Villari, II, 187-197). 
-
In 1523 Augustine Nifo published in Naples as his own 
·work a Latin version ·of The Prince. The book was divided into five books, the· .. first four were Nifo's version of The Prince, . - •\ 
. 
-
.-but. the fifth was his· own conunentary which he· termed an 
·.\ . 
I· 
'> 
41 
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. antidote to the "poison" of the foregoing portion of the work. To refer to Machiavelli's ideas as being poisonous presages one of the most conunon derogatory associations coupled with his name. L. Arthur Burd in his "Introduction" to his edition of Il Principe, (Oxford, 1891), p. 44, comments, "It is quite possible that Nifo may have really believed Machiavelli's work intended for the exposition of the arts of the tyrant, for 'poison' is his own phraseology; and though Nifo's dishonesty has discredjted the value of /any evidence he had to give, it is interesting to find that such an interpretation could have spontaneously suggested itself to a contemporary writer." (Cf. Villari, II, 187-188) 
43 Burd, pp. 12-.4 .. 2. Also see Walker, ·I·i .. 54-.s::6 • 
4411 Introduction, 11 Machiavelli: The Prince and Other Works, new translations, Introduction and Notes by Allan H. Gilbert, (Chicago, 1941), pp. 11-23. For further discussion of this aspect of Machiavelli's thought, see Felix Gilbert, Machtavelli and Guicciardini (Princeton, 1965), pp. 195-199; James W. Allen, Political Thought in the Sixteenth Century (New York, 1928), pp. 417-479. 
These.three critics agree upon the relativism of Machiavelli's political ethics. Their analysis .is that 
· Machiavelli comf)letely ·sep·a_r·ates the morality of politics from that of private iif.e. For Machiavelli it was ·the resu.lt of an action that determined i t·s goodness or badness rather 
·than the· intention behind it. I·f ah. action was succ·essful 
.1.n promoting· the general we.lf are then it wa.s. a mora,l action. Allen says, 'iMachiavelli would not h~ve regarded a mis-ca.lculated murder, however well-in·tentioned, . as a truly<.. v 1i·rtuous action." Machiavelli's pragmatism as it is applied: t.o political affairs continues t·o shock our contemporaries, at least .o·n a theoreticai basis. It is interesting. to note, 
.bowe:ver., that Reinhold Niebuhr sounds almost Machiavellian in: t'one wh.en he states that it is imposs.ible to refrain from v.iolence under ·all circumstances, -and that because of_ this 
-----<----
- ------· ~---·there---·-±s--~the -1mpiic~ition··th-at the end _j.ust-ifi~~ th~ -~eans,.· a 
.. 
.. , 
" maxim he says, that II all good people must abhor. · Yet all good people are involved_ in it·. Short .of an ascetic with-drawal f.r;om. the world every moral action· takes place :in a . whole field of: moral v:alues ·and. possibilities. in which no 
... 
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' 
absolute distinction between means and ends is possible. 
There are only immediate and more ultimate values. Whether 
immediate or ultimate, every value is only partly intrinsic. 
It is partly instrumental, in the sense that its worth must 
be estimated in terms of its support of other values ... 
life is in conflict with life in an imperfect world, and 
therefore no on~has the opportunity of supporting the 
principle of the sanctity of life in an absolute sense" (An Interpretation of Christian 'Ethics, pp. 174-17 5) . 
4511 Significance of Contre-Machiavel'," p. 155. 
4611Machiavelli's Prince: Background and Formation," 
Review of Politics, XIII(l951), 142. 
47Raab, pp. 10-22. 
48 Raab, pp. 255-258. 
49Pole was a.n Englishm_an who 1·ived in Padua from 
·1521 to 1534, during which time he sponsored a notable 
group of English -statesmen and scholars who therefore· had 
the opportunity to c-ome into contact with the finest 
·rtalian thinkers, and at this time undoubtedly also came 
unde1- the direct influence of Machiavel~i 's writings. 
Pole I s Apol,ogia ad Carolum. V(l536) represents the first 
-c;ri tic ism of Machiavelli from the viewpoint. of the 
es·tablished Church, antedating by more than fif·teen y-ec.1r:$· 
t.he attacks of the two ·most vociferou·s early defertder·s o,f 
the Catholic Churc.h ·against _the alleged dangers of 
Machiavellia·n influence, Poli.ti, the Archbis·hop of Cosenza, 
43 
and the Portuguese bishop, Ieronimo (Osorius ___ (see ___ c!bove_, _________________ , _______ ~-------···-·--- .. 
n. 40) a . The ...... ac·cusat·Ions· ··of--- -these men were among the most . · · 
influential in e-stablishing the arguments responsible for 
' 
-Machiavelli's works bein·g placed on the first II Index 
. 
-Librorum Prohibi.to.rium .• n. With the ·publication of this 
Index in 1559 , .. i.t· b.ecame an offence to copy, to issue; to 
,., 
·,, .... 
I 
'' 
.··"----'~···--
• 
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I 
print, to see or buy, to accept as a present, or to keep, or be privy to anyone else's keeping Machiavelli's works (see But.rd, pp. 46-50). 
50Roger Ascham served as Richard Morison's secretary while he was ambassador to the court of Emperor Charles V. Unquestion-ably, Ascharn had occasion at this time to listen to the readings of Machiavelli which Morison states he gave to his household (see Calendar of State Papers, Foreign Series, 1547-1553, ed. William B. Turnbull, London, 1861, p. 216), as well as no doubt having access to the works themselves. The Protestant Ascharn was as critical of Machiavelli's pragmatic approach to politics as the Catholic Pole. His Report and Discourse of the affaires and State of Germany {1552) has.peen cited as proof of the existenc~ of anti-Machiavellianism in England nearly a quarter of a century before Gentillet's Contre-Machiavel. 
5,1 
Raab, pp. 40-48. 
53Raab, pp. 70-73~· See: .E~ . .M.~ W.· .'rillyard, Shakespeare's: :lli:·s.tory Plays, (Collier Boo.ks:: New: Yo:rk, 1962), p. 33. 
54R .·.b_ 
. a-a·., p~. 2s·1 • 
55The works~ of Gabriel Harvey, Alexander 'B. Grosart, ed. (1884), (New York, 1966), I, 138: · "I warrant· you sum good fellowes amongst us· begin newe to be prettely -we.II acquayntid with a certain parl.ous byoke called as I remember me, Il Principe, di Niccolo Machiavelli .. and I can peradventure ~ame you an odd crewe or tooe that·· are as· cunninge i.n his Discorsi . 
.'!If 
~··.:' 
.~ 
u 
\ 
56Thomas Hugh Jameson, "The 'Machiavellianism' of 
Gabriel Harvey, "PMLA, LVI{l940), 645, contends that the 
Epilogus to Book I and the poerns·introduced as nova carmina 
at the end of Books II and III are additions to the 
Gratulationes as it was originally presented to the Queen at 
the progress at Audley's End on July 30, 1578. Jameson claims 
that Harvey added these poems as a warning to Elizabeth to 
beware of her French suitor, the Duke of Alencon. See also 
J Meyer, pp. 21-24. 
It has been generally noted that Marlowe must have 
45 
derived much of his inspiration for his conception of 
Machiavel's speech in The Jew of Malta from this work of 
Harvey's. See John Bakeless, The Tragicall History of 
Christopher Marlowe, {Archon Books: Harnden Conn., 1964), I, 
350-351; Paul H. Kocher, Christopher Marlowe, (New York, 1962), 
p. 196; and Michel Poirier, Christopher Marlowe,· (London, 1951), 
pp. 48-49. 
57Jameson, p. 648, observes that the Protestants still 
:looked on Alen9on with a hopeful eye in spite of his Medici . 
affiliations and his implicati·on in the St. Bartholomew's 
Day Massacre. 
58J. . . . 
· .··. ameso·n· , . .. . . . ·I 
59G.C. Moore Smith, in h;i..s "I.ntroducti6Il" to Gabriel 
Harvey's Marginalia (Stratford~Upon-Avon, 1·913), p. 54 
conunents on Harvey I s thinking ·as revealed in hi:s marginali-a:. 
"Conceive what is meant by the man of the Italian Renaiss-ance-:. 
. 
' the man who aims at universal knowledge; who can. sympathize 
with the intellectual detachment of Machiavelli_, and the 
~udacious license :of Aretine; who fi.rm.ly hold·s that worldly 
success, power, and riches are things worth striving for, :~:.nd: 
thing~ which. can be won if one is only resolute; that 
.~esoluti_on may require the c.ct.sting away moral scruples.-~ .. 
•·. 
conceive such a typicc;\l man, a_nd you have Harvey as. he B.J?pea·r·$. ·. 
:·in these notes written onl'y fo·r his own eyes. 11 
In Marginalia, p .122, Harvey l:ists Machiave·11i ·as being 
.: th.e ·most indispensable author in politics. For ot.ner favorable . ~ . 
. 
.... 
.. ·ref.erences to Machiavelli, se.e· .pp. 96, 147, 148, 1·50, 156, and 
r'f! 
··. ·1.9.5... , 
,, 
.• 
.... 
I 
GO,.Sidney's 'Arcadia' and the Machiavelli Legend," 
Italica, XXVII(l950), 225. 
6l"Machiavelli and Sidney's Discourse to the Queene's 
Majesty" Italica, XXVI(l949), 187. 
6211 Sidney 1 s Discourse to the Queene 1 s Majesty," pp.182-
183. 
63"Machiavelli and Sidney: The Arcadia of 1590,." 
pp. 156-158. For a detailed analysis of Machiavelli's use 
of the word virtu, see J.H. Whitfield, pp. 92-105. 
,:-
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"M h · ·1·1·  · ,a·•_··n·.·.·a ... s· ... a· · Th A d · " · ·· ·1·  ~--1 ac .1.ave·- .... _·1 .:·.1-n.ey: e rca .1.a, p.- · ,, ·:•-
6
~Sidn.:ey' s Disc.purse to .the Queene' s Majesty," p . .17$ . 
. '!.· 
~66._:,-.-~ign~y-' s. '1A:rc-a.di:a: 1 :and the Ma~J1iavelli_ Le·gefndl if 
_p: .• 233 .. 
·67._I:n :a•Ma·rlow•e :and Machiavel-.1.i_,. 11 .P-· .35:o, .. ·R±bne_;r c.onune.t'l.t,s 
on- t.his .fac:t·;. also see Praz, p. 1·1a., .wh.o refe.r·s t·o th·e 
,, 
oo·n·ne·ction. ·wit·h. S:e·necan drama, 
. · ..... -. ·• . . 
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6911 The Influence .o·f :·~ch·i.a_velli on s··pens·e17," Modern 
Philology, VII {1909),, 19·7. 
70Gr!;ienlaw,pp. 192-193. 
;. 
I,,. 
., 
•I, O 
71 Greenlaw, p. 194. 
72 Greenlaw, pp. 198-202. 
73 Raab, p. 76:._ 
74Bacone ~ Machiavelli, {G.enba,t 1936), p. 9 
75"Bacon and Machiave_l-l:±·, ·,, r·t·p_li-ca, XXIV(l947), 2:7:. 
'-' 
. 
76Frederic;k .. S. Boas, Marlowe and His Circle (Oxford, 1929), p. 137, reflects that "it was Fortune's crowning • irony that thi~ most Italianate of Elizabethan Englishmen ' should have been· born and fostered under the shad·ow. of the central sanctu·ary of the Ecclesia Anglicana. ·u 
7·7.-Se~ ·E:rnest Jones; Hamlet and. Oedipus (Doubleday 
.Afic-ho·:r .Bbo ..k: . Garden City, New York, 1954), pp. 91-i0:3:. As:· ;ftlr the universality of Machiavelli's doctrines S:e_e ··F·re-:y:er·, ·''R.~pu:t:ation of Machiavelli," pp. 148-14~. 
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CHAPTER II 
Two ideas are prominent in Machiavelli's writings which 
were not stressed by any other writer of de Regirnine 
principum: the consideration of the _possibility that a ruler 
may lose his kingdom altogether because of his ineptitude or "- . 
,unwillingness to assume the proper authority and exercise ~the.: 
necessary measur·~s :to maintain a strong, viable political 
upit, and the belie-£ ·that by virtu,. that is courage and 
:fo:re··si·gl'it, man is capab.l-e o.f exerting s:ome control over ·h . i_s 
·d. .. estiny ., Apparently the·se ideas also c:aptured Marlowe ··s 
fa·ncy, for in five of his seven plays--1 & 2 Tamburla±ne, 
The Jew of Malta, The Massacre at· Paris, and Edward II.~--
... 
Marlowe places strong emphasis on the :q.~gative qual1tie_:S ,:cff... r ~-
c;letr;Lmental t:o ·t.he we.11-'.b~i-ng ,o·f Ji.~_s. :$·tate and resul.t in the 
.lo.s.s of hi·s Jcingddmi aIJ.d., J.:n· all cJf the plays from Dido to 
• 
Doctor Faustus. ·th-.ere·, i:$.; a strong pr.eo.ccupation with the .. .i.de·:a: 
48 
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, . of the human will to power .• ·· :1;3ut -.-o:-f· all the plays it i$ ·th-e: ~'3. 
these concepts. ror- thi,s: Feas:0::1:1, as well as the f·ac.t. t:hc:rt: 
.. 
\ 
., 
,-
,_._: .. ____ :: ____ .. ___ .,__ __ . 
t 
... 
Tamburlaine has been termed the prototype of the Machiavellian 1 here, I have chosen.!.~£ Tamburlaine as the focal point of 
this discussion. 
It seems that Machiavelli and Marlowe shared at least 
two important sources in common. One observer claims that 
both men were familiar with the body of myth known as Vita 
Tamerlani based on the life of the historical figure, 
Timur {1369-1405), the Mongol up·start who was acclaimed an 
"almost-savior" by the Western world as a result of his 
victory over the Turkish fo·rc.es ci1: -A.nkal'.:"a in 1405. 2 F11-rther~ - . . ~ . . 
. 
h.i.s-torian who., aibo.v~- '.a.11.: ot-h·er-$., :emphasized the place o·f· ..... 
i:>ol:ybiu·s ·co.nc:eived o-f ·n.i.:s:toric·a·1 events.: -·011.ly in terms: o:f 
human will, ti:hcc:irotim.s.c.ri·be.d except fo;r :th.e impositions o.f a: 
capriciou$ Fortune .• 1 
49 
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in;oreasing 11 h.uma.t1.isfti.c secularism. ih p.coliti.cs" prevalent in 
-~··••••-·•-- --· • -·• ••-- - - --~-•n . - --- ---··· - '· --~-..-.- .. ,, ' . 
:tt:~t-ly· tiur-it1g ·the ,t·i ft;een_t.li c·:en:tury· . . ·, . .·I·Ii ef'fect·'i,-amburla-t_ne 
··---·-~·--···-.-.--·-
______ .._, 
was. the. irtyt,_})ic·.ai ·fntag,e ·p:_f: .a. }JE:fr·o. J?U.I:'posely designed to 
' 
.''. 
s:ymj:>ol-ize "the. p.ak~d: t?.n:atic3..$nl :of expandi.ng :power;_ th.e :lu.s.t 
' 
\. 
and h.or·ro:r o.£· destruct.:Lo.n·, ·the. ·blindness of." a fat·e whi:ch 
• 
· .. 
.. •,. ·.· 
~- -~·. 
another one." 4 It has been suggested that Machiavelli's 
Life of Castruccio Castracani (1520) is a full and conscious 
portrayal of the mythic hero inspired b)/,the Tamburlaine ~ 
legend, and that the Vita Tamerlani also quite possibly 
influenced his conception of the hero in The Prince. 5 Since 
Marlowe's chief source for his Tamburlaine seems to have been 
. either Thomas Fortescue's The Foreste, an English translation 
of Mexia's version of the Tamburlaine legend, published first 
6 .- . in 1571 and reprinted in 1576, or George Whetstone's version 
. 
:br the same in his English Myrrer, 7 we could choose to ignore, 
• the convincing evidence which establishes proof of the 
... 
. i availability of Machiavelli's own writings to Marlowe's· 
contemporaries, as ·well as .their undoubted familiari t.y 'wi.th: (.\ 
them, and argu.e that Marlowe n·ever gaue the Florenti·ner'.'s 
id.e·as a.. t:holi:gh·t while he was ·workin_g o.n· ·his dramatic 
:ch.ar.acteriza.tion :o.f: '.Ta1'\l:,ur:1a.ine-... But ta d~sregard. the:: 
.... 
.,,_cultural ambierrt''· .and· deny ,al:together that Machiavelli 
----·· --~-----
sighte:d:; fo-r.· .in tny opi·nion the most conv'i1tc.i·ng ev.idenc·e w·e 
have for a-scr.iJ:?,in-g a direc:t cont.act between;· Marl-ow.e a.na 
----Machiavelli is the fact that T:arnburlaine •.s ~c·:t·iorl'~ epitomize 
the behavior Machiavelli rec·ommends -for ·h:i·s. ideal prince~ 
'.t: and, also in keeping: with Machiavelli ···s l::>el±ef, · Tamburlaihe · 
50 
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;. 
effects an unprecedented control over his destiny by reason 
:, 
of his virtu. More commonly Machiavelli's influence on /J Marlowe's Tamburlai.ne has been noted in evil tendencies--
delight in warfare, unbridled ambition, cruelty, and 
violence--which actually originate from the Tamburlaine 
source material rather than from Machiavelli. 8 
Machiavelli emphasizes the personal capacity of the 
prince to a greater extent than any other writer of de 
Regimine principum. H~ stresses the importance of the 
ruler I s upholding the d·ign.ity of his. position ~fhq.' avoiding 
contempt above ev·erythi.ng els-e ... M:achiave)ili :comments: 
He c~ princ~ will be despiSed if he has a· r.eputation fo·r being fickle, frivolous, 
~ffeminate, cowardly, irresolute; a prince" shoul~ avoid this like the plague and . 
strive to.demonstrate in his actions . 
. grandeur, courage, sobriety, strength. When settling disputes between his 
subjects, he should ensure that hi~ 
. ' judgement is irrevocable; and· he should 
·be so· regarded that·no one ever dreams 
JI of·trying to deceive ·or trick him (The Prince, Chapte~ 1·9,, p._ 102). 
In addition to thi_s admori.:it:io·n·: · from The Prince, Machiavelli . 
Ambassador to t_:he, Pope.;_ in". a lett-er- -dated December 20.,. .l.S:,:14., 
recommending t:.he f.ollowing·: 
., e 
. ·1. 
. \ 
xo.,u, 'Ilt(tst understand fir-st b.f all that i·t is. very neqes sary to a prlnce t·q con.duct 
-himsel:f toward his s_ubjects, his. :all:i.e~s, 
.... 
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and his neighbors in such a way that he does not become either hateful or 
contemptible, and if he has to let one 
of these go, he should not be troubled 
by hatred, but should preserve himself 
from conternpt. 9 
Possibly the chief quality Machiavelli demands in his 
hero is the ability to adapt to circumstances. It is 
Machiavelli's contention that time and circumstance or fortttne 
must be in accord with the nature of a man's abilities or he 
will not succeed. He aff inns· .th-at man has some measure of . . .. . ·. . . 
freedom in the exercise of .hi.s .aff·a __ irs, ·yet he does concede 
that fortune controls half·., or .perh:a_ps even more than half, 
' ; 
of man• s destiny. Machiave'lli considers man I s abili t:Y to . 
. adapt himself to circurnstance:p as being his strongest weapon 
against th·e ·incursions of ~ol:":t.u:ne. Because man is always 
subject to _.f-:or.-t;une I s vici·s.s:itu:d.es:-; ·~ow-ever, he .. does not 
father, .l?ope· -A-le~ar~:d:~r 'VI·i died at the very· -mome:nt Cesare 
.Q 
himsel.$ ,was ntort·91,1·y ·ill .and caught in- :the 1JO:fortunate 
-
. tactical, position· of having two -hos~t-il-.~ _ai:·m-ies 'at 4-i'$ ·back. 
Machiavelli explains that if, 'tber.e ·had not· been- th-is: co:n-· d 
currence of events 
, . 
. ~llllt· f: -
.,· 
I. 
r 
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he would have been able to stand alone and been dependent no longer on the fortune and 
strength of others but on his own power and prowess .... The duke was a man of such ferocity and prowess, and he understood so 
well that men must be either won over or destroyed, and the foundations he laid in so 
short a time were so sound, that, had those 
·armies not been on his back, or had he been in good health, he would have overcome every difficulty (The Prince, Chapter, pp. 59-60). 
Machiavelli discusses men like Moses, Cyrus, Romulus, and 
Theseus, who became princes through their own abilities, 
explaining their success in terms of man's ability· to oppose 
fortune. 
-
He conunents: 
And when we come to examine their actions -and lives, they do not seem to have had.from fortune anything other than opportunity. Fortune, as it were, provided the matter but they gave it its form; without opportunity their prowess or virtu would have been 
extinguished, and without such prowess the 
opportunity would have come in vain (The Prince, Chapter 6, p. 50). 
,we may interpret this as tnean,ing th-at fortune provide.s .. the 
opport-unity wh:ich. r::equires a certai·n method of action· f·or· 
or po·t~nti·a:1 suitable to that · type of action,. ·then h·e will 
:_s.q.cc-e·ed. Of greatest i1J.1.portance, howe-ver, is the will to. act.:; 
' 
·her.ei.n ·is t];le basis· of man '·:s f·,r·eedom, . and this. is. :why 
,:Machiavell·i claims that fortune :more _o:ften favors ·the impetuou·f ~ 
.. 
.• 
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for force.ful action more often brings favorable results than 
cautious restraint. 10 Machiavelli conunents: 
Men prosper so long as fortune and policy 
are in accord, and when there is a clash 
they fail. I hold strongly to this: that it is better to be impetuous than circum-
spect; because fortune is a woman and if 
she is to be submissive it is necessary to beat and coerce her. Experience shows that 
she is more often subdued by men who do this than by those who act coldly (The ·Prince, Chapter 25, p.133). 
~llan Gilbert claims that Machiavelli's trtie originality 
ex.i..sts in. hi.s 11 .the·q~y· o.f the settled state," involving the 
o ..r·eat.i.o.n. of a new mora:l principle which makes it the rule·~ ':s 
~ -
:Ul.t:irnate obligation to. ftake :the necessary action to maint2rin_-
a firmly established g·overnment and thereby sec:Ure :·the c.iti.-zens 
a.gainst revolution. and invasion.·11 Marlowe's w.ork rev~als a 
.~i.roi.la:r·· .dt1ncerl), for. -~-;Lo$·e·lY .re·ipted to hi_s: conception o·t 
the he:ro· is Marlow~ .. • s pers:i.s·te.n.t:· ·s.c·ruti~_Y of dis.rupt.J.·ve 
condit·i.ons within the· s-t·ate: and ·the- methods used to resol·ve 
:theltl .. :1 2 I·.n the Tamburlaine plays, as well .as The Massacr.e 
at Paris· and Edward II, Marlow.e. dramatizes: -~ critical 
situation -wherein the ine.ptitude o.f. tne he·reditary rule.r. 
invites the di-ssd.l.uti:on .o·f the go.ve:rnrrtent. When a kir:rg 
.'to.: 
' 
'.·#: 
I· 
' ' 
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rise to an attitude of unrest which almost demands that 
' 
someone witp sufficient power and ability step in to fill 
,, 
the vacuum, making it possible for opportunists like Cosroe, 
the Duke of Guise, Catherine de Medici, and the Earl of 
Mortimer, to stir up rebellion. With the exception of the 
Tamburlaine plays, however, Marlowe handles the exposition 
\ 
of the theme of the disintegrating state in negative ternts·, 
placing the emphasis on his portrayal of the ineffectual 
ru·ler who is either incapable or unwilling to assume his 
proper role of authority, Bu,t .in the Tamburlaine plays the 
• 
focus is on the positive at·tr.ibutes of the hero, although 
t:he: h:egctt·i ve aspect is stil.l p_resertt ih the person of 
' ' 
characters like Mycetes in 1. Tamburlaine and c·a1yph·a:s in l_ 
Tarnburlai·n~, ·who serve as :f:oils to -dramatize ·T.arril::rur·la_·ine I s 
alte_r -th-.e course of events acc·oi:-:ciing to 'his w11:1:•· 
' 
,, 
... 
:I':rt .1. Tamburlaine, Mycetes,. the Persia.Ji .. Empero:r-, s-h(:>ws 
-
:h:i-ms·e-lf to be the antithesis of Machiavelli I s id·e:al r_ule.r .• 
Hef is •fickle, frivoloui:' effeminate, cowardly, and ir,...., 
r·esolute 11 (The Prince, Chapter -1~, p. 102'). By· the -e.nd· of·_ 
-th~- second act Mycet-es ha:·s. been deposed by hi.s. b:r;o:t.h_~J::--, 
...,. .. 
:c·os.r:oe, who ·in his:. tur-n quic·k·Iy loses the 1:.hrq1:1e. :t.o. ·:t:h:e- .. 
___ p 
·,-., 
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Mongol upstart, Tamburlaine. With each loss of power 
there is a <lemonstration of flagrant disregard for the 1 \ 
principal tenets Machiavelli recommends for maintaining the 
stability of a realm. Petty in every way, Mycetes is lazy, 
irresolute, ahd easily vexed. He shirks the responsibilities 
of his position whenever possible, asking f~rst his brother 
and then his minister Meander to speak for him. Cosroe 
publicly insults his brother, and although Mycetes threatens 
retributi:on- he lacks t_he moral fibr~· to take any :d·ecisive 
action against Cosroe. ;He depends ·o-n Meander t:o ·sh.ield him . .r 
from the burden~ of h.:is positiin a_s w.ell as from· ··t:he 
that he_ is- thou.ght. of w.i.th c9nt.~mpt' and .i:n ·a f:i·t· of pique 
.. 
struts away leav:ing. th,e fiel:o.. ·of act·i_on :w-ide: open to Cosroe· 
·': p~estig·e ·than -gr¢at campaign-s·· :and strik:i·n·g detno·nstratio·n:s_~~ . . . . -··-------------. -·-~-----·----------·-. ~--.. -~--.. ~--. . 
. .. . (The_Prince, Cha~ter 21, p. 119) and th~t .it is ~lso wise for . . . ,• 
-co•~• - -'.- -=~-~,...,. """~~--,.,,,_.--=~•·~"-',..,,.~"'''"-~n-,.....,..'"_..,...,.__...-.,_,.,....-..,.v.-~-
. 
,_,.,."""'"' • '. 
- .-•7:·• the ruler to keep his· sul:>j ects occupied with· co-nq-Uest.- bec-ause 
-----:::c==,c:==---'·'- :it:-does not all-oW~th~IR-time ·~~--~inst him. This; idea 
that the .r~le:c-· w,ould s.t-r:ik.e:: ~u-bj ects with wond:e.r'. a.rta.· also -
--
.-1 • . k~ep their m:i_nds o:ccupied does n·o:t·: a:ppea·r i.n- :a:ny de Regimine 
...... 
v 
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principum before Machiavelli 1 s Prince. 14 Ceneus, one of the 
lords who helped depose Mycetes, reflects this vie~point when 
he comments on the fact that under Mycetes' rule the Persian 
subjects had grown restive because of enforced idleness, one 
, 
of the chief reason given for deposing Mycetes. Ceneus 
bewails: 
The warlike soldiers and the gentlemen, 
That heretofore have filled Persepolis, 
With Afric captains taken in the field, 
Whose ransom made them march in coats of gold, 
With costly jewels hanging at their ears 
And shining stones upon their lofty crests, 
Now living idle in the walled towns, 
Wanting both pay and martial discipline, 
Begin in troops to threaten civil war 
And openly exclaim against t.he king. 
(! Tarnburlaine, I, i, l-40-149) 
In at~c.eptin~r ·t:h.;e. c.1:-ow··n: from Ortygius and Cene.,u·s, Gosroe re-
i.rtforc:es the idera_ :Of: keepirt·g subjects qq~:u_p·i.e,d wi .. th: conques_t 
·-. 
,1\;nd Jove· ·n1ay -nev.er l.et .m.e: l_onger- l~ive 
'I1ha:p. I may seek to: gratify your iove·,. 
And cause the soldiers that thus honor' me 
To triumph over many provinces; 
· By whose desi.res of 
.l doubt not shortly 
' (!_ 
discipline i·n arms 
but to reign so·le ki.n:g. 
Tamburlairie, I1 .i~--,-·17-o-.:·1-7-51_ ·· t , 
:Ftirt:h·ermo~:~, c·osroe-'·:s j·ustification :fo.t usurping Mycet.es • 
addresses. to Lorenzo de 'Medici in th.~ last chapter OD The 
Prince. Cos,r·o_e: says., 11 Since I: ·see the· s-1:--ate of Persia 
\' 
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' 
droop/ And languish in my brother's government,/ I willingly 
receive th'irnperial crown,/ And vow to wear it for my 
country's good" (! Tamburlaine, I, i, 154-157), Machiavelli 
.. bewails the decadent state of Italy and calls for a new 
ruler to come to the aid of his country I 
left lifeless ... waiting to see who can be the one to heal her wounds, put an end to the 
sacking of Lombardy, to extortion in the King-dom and in Tuscany, and cleanse those sores 
which have now been festering for so· long. See how !taly beseeches God to send someone 
to save her from these barbarous cruelties and 
outrages; see how eager and willing the country is to follow a banner, if only someone will 
raise it.· And at the present time it is impossible to see in what she can place more hope thari in your illustrious House, which, 
with .its fortune and prowess, favoured by God 
,and by the Church, of which it is now the head, 
can lead Italy to her salvation (Chapter 26, 
,.pp. 134~135). 
It1 .~ Tambtirlaine the ~pa.th·et,ic· C:C:r,Lyphas provide.s :t:h.e 
·a.tit.ithetical backdrop to 'ramburi.aine·' s· _g·r·e-athess i-n the $_qJne-: 
fash·ipn that Mycete.s d_oes .in th·e :fi;rst play. Ca.l:ypha:s· p~e:fer·.-s 
' ... ~ w,ine ::cl.nd women to: a :li.ie .. o.f ·war ·:and ·conquest and fl.-atl_y 
J:-:,efu·ses to e(ssuine ·his :respo:nsihil-ities as Tamburlain.e I s.on •. 
,Like Mycetes, Calyphas e:p;itomizes everything Machiavell.i ..
, 
. . 
--·- - -- -- ' -
,. --, - . -----·- - - ----------------··-:··-----··-~----··--.:..---·-·-····----::-·----"'".:;..._~_- ., .. : _ ........ -------- ______ ......., ____ ~---·-···":'::----------~----
advised a .princ·e not to be. Beca:ase of this Tamburlai~Je 
:p·rqrt9upc.es. him tJ;:>: be ;,·The· ··s.c.um .. ·a·nd. ·t'qr-.t:.a;t -of th·e. e.1..·,eme11t·.s,, .. / 
. ., ... · 
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Wherein was neither courage, strength, or wit, but folly, 
sloth, and damned idleness" (1 Tamburlaine( IV, ii, 49-5.1). 
Marlowe's Tamburlaine is the perfect example of the 
monarch who, as a self-reliant individual, is able to modify 
the course of events to his own advantag~ and at the same 
time uphold the stability of his empire. Above all other 
things, his striking deeds gain for him the respect that a 
• 
ruler must demand if he is to maintain his authority. When 
Tamburlaine inve.sts Theridarnas, Techelle~·; and Usumcasane- as 
the Kings of Argier, Fez, and.Morocco, he expresses his 
,£eeling that pers..o:r1al abi.lity is what makes a king, f·or· he .. 
says, 
• 
pe~·e-;rv.e these ti tl·es 1 endow you with 
By ·-va.lor and by · magnanimi t.y. 
Your births shall be no blemish to your fame, 
·For virtue is the fount whence honor springs, 
And they are worthy she investeth kings. C1. Tamburlaine, V, 1, 122-126) 
And in reference to himself', ·wherl he first meets Zenocrat.e 
,. Tamburlaine pro.claims_,· · ·'' :i: ~m a. lor·a.,. · fo-r sd · my deecfs s·hal'l 
prove,;-· And yet a shepherd·' by by· parentag:e:•• Q Tamburlaine, 
I,· ii, 34-35). Tamburlaine i.s firm in his purpose, and as 
. 
. ~ 
.~ _ __.:_ __ M_achiaV-e 11 i advise.a-,.=hi~=<rJ~tlc:l.g:em.e:n.1; ... -i.-~ --i/ztr .. e-v-ecabl-e ;c· · - -Po·s s,i.bly 
'J 
' ~ 
., this is bes·t rev~·µ_l,~:d _i-n .-)the busine.ss c.onc·erning t:Jl:~· m.ea:n:ing·· ~. 
..: 
, .... 
on three succ~s~:i.ve ·days.. This st:r,ategy, '·o:f. Tamburlairi-¢ .• :s· 
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originates in the Vita Tarnerlani, but Marlowe utilizes it 
according to his own purpose, making effective use of it 
to underscore Tamburlaine's implacability. Although initially 
amicable in his demands, once his decision is made to invoke 
the call to battle nothing can persuade him to alter his 
course of action. 
.,, 
Adamantine in his resolve, once Tamburlaine has made 
up his mind to follow a certain course not even the love he 
bears for Zenocrate can alter his decision. When she asks 
him to have pity ~or Damascus because it is her home, he 
'unfalteringly answers, "Not for the world, Zenocrate, if I 
have sworn" (!_ Tamburlaine, IV, } . . J.1, 125). This attitude is 
reinforced a short time later in the episod~ .pf the Virgins 
O.:f·· D~s.cus when he- ::r.estates his :i.,nviolable purpo,se' 
-I will not ·spare these proud Egyptians Nor change my martial observations 
For all the ~ealth of Gihon's golden waves, Or for the love of Venus, would she leave The angry god of arms and lie with me. They haye refused the .offer of their lives:; And know my customs are as peremptory As wrathful planets, death, or destiny,. 
· U:. Tamburlaine, V, ·ii,_ 58-65_} _. 
A master .at~ devising stratagems, TamburJ.a~ne is able t.-o, 
adapt his. acti·ons to the necessity of the moment, a q-q.ality 
, Machiavelli terms idea.1,· but on.e that he· admits· is virtually . l 
impose:i.ble for man to acquire. . I -When Tamhur:l:a:ine c.onf.ronts ·. . .·. ··. . . ; . . '' 
. . .. - . . 
.,.,. 
,· 
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the Persian forces for the first time, his men are outnumbered 
two to one. After due consideration, Tamburlaine devises the 
policy of first offering a parley at which time the trunks 
of treasure are to be left conspicuously open in order that 
the enemy will be overawed by their wealth and splendor. 
Tbis strategy proves to be successful, for Theridamas,Mycetes' 
captain, almost inunediately capitulates to Tamburlaine·• s 
persuasions. In his address to Therid:ama:;;, Tamburlaine touc--be:s. 
on the reason why Theridamas is so quickly won over to 
Tamburlaine 's cause. Tamburlaine cleverly manipulate:s 
Ther idamas, exc la·iming: 
- ' In thee, thou valiant rna.-r} of ·:eers·ia.,. 
I see the folly of thy emperor. 
Art thou but captain of a thousand hors:e,-That by characters graven in thy brows, And by thy martial face and stout aspe~tt Deserv'st to have the leading of an host? Forsake thy king and do but join with me, And we. will triumph over all the world. 
' (1 Tamburlaine, I, ii~ 1.75-182) 
What Tantbu:rla-in.e- implies reveals. tl)at Mycet.es has: failed 
to· observe one of Machiavelli's cardinal ·tenets. - In dhapt~r 
. 
' 22 of The Prince, Machiavelli insists that the prince's choic~ 
------- ---- --·----
. 
. of his ministers reveal-s. :h.i-s own sagacity,, and that whe-Fe-as ----- - - --- ---····-···-··~~----·--·--------·- - . 
the minister is obligeq. to be ·.d.ut~i-fu:i to the pri_nce_, by the . -' 
. .,. 
.. 
same token, the prince has an equ-q.l responsibi_.lity ·tq. bi._s: 
minister. Machiavelli warns: 
... 
•' 
·.t 
:~- .. 
• 
---------------------. 
,. 
To keep his minister up to the mark the prince, on his side, should be considerate towards him; should pay him honour, enrich him, put him in his debt, share with him both honours and re-sponsibilities. Thus the minister will see how dependent he is on the prince; and then having riches and honours to the point of surfeit he will 'desire no more; holding so many offices, he cannot but change. When, therefore, 
relations between princes and their ministers are of this kind, they can have confidence in each other; when they are otherwise, the result is always disastrous for both of them (p.125). 
One of the greatest sources of Tamburlaine's strengt~ 
62 
is his ability to win the respect and loyalty of his ministersj 
an ability clearly demonstrated in 1 Tamburlaine when Techelles -
. 
:a .. nd Usumcasane reinfor.ce Tambur laine' s magnanimous offe-r :to 
Theridamas_ to join his forces with a testimony of th_eir un-
divided faith and .loyalty to their leader. Techelles bespeaks , 
bis complete devo.:t_ion. wh_eJl he says, ''We are his friends, and 
if the Persian king/_. Sllo,:i"ld b:ffe·r: pr.es·ent duked'qms to our 
Eft~te,/ We think it lo-ss to ::inake excl)ange for that/ We are 
a:~rsured of l?Y our friend's -.suc_c.e·ss" (I, ii, 213~216). 
Us·umca.,sane further expound$: 'the ·reasons why he -and Tee.he.Iles 
are :qnde~-~~·~-~~!E.,9:.=,i~ the~r ·. ·a:11 egi.an~--~~-P--amh-ttrra i ne ·:· .......... ~,. ... -·.· ..• -.,.·.·-- _. __ .......... ~ -·-
~·· 
-~------ -
• Kingdoms at the least we ,all expect, Besides the honor in assured conquests, Where- kings-~h~ll crouch ·u-nto our conquering swords And hosts of soldie.rs stand amazed at us, When with their fearful tongue_s they shall confess-
., These are the men that· all the world admires 
,{'·· . q 
. (I, ii, 217-222). ', \ 
\ 
\ 
i· 
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Machiavelli suggests: 
r 
\ 
A shrewd prince should adopt a middle way, 
choosing wise men for his government and 
allowing only those the freedom to speak 
the truth to him, an~ then only concerning 
matters on which he asks their opinion, and 
\ nothing else. But he should also question 
them thoroughly and listen to what they say; 
then he should make up his own mind, by him-
self (The Prince, Chapter 23, p. 126). 
Tamburlaine ·seems to be heeding this advice when he first 
confronts the Persian horsemen led by Theridamas and asks 
Techelles and Usumcasane, "Shall we fight courageously with 
them,/ Or look you I should, play t_he, orator" (1. Tarnburlaine, 
-.._ 
. -
I, ii, 128-129). Techelles respond.s, "No; cowards ·and faint-
hearted runaways/ Look for or~tio.ns when: the fee is near./ ., 
Our swords shall play the orators .f·or ·t.1s:rr.'t' (I, ii, 130·~132). 
Usumcasane agrees with ... Tecbelles, ·but: 'l'amb~rlaine acts 
I 
independnetly ·a.nd has the final deci·sion, orderin·g:, "St.~y 
·Techelles, a~k a -parley first., (I, ii, 137), and cbo.e>.:se~ t·o ... 
use .. a .psychol,_ogical str_ategy, appealit1-.g to· the enerrti:e·,s •· 
:desire ~o·r ri.ch.es to catch th~m off their ,guar-d ·an.cl: thus: 
/ 
this maneuver, Tarnburla·ine was even more s·uc.·c-es·_s_ful. than he: -<·- ••• ..,........... • "" ....... -----· ........ - ............... ' ·--·----.. ··- "" • ····- •••• ,.,.,., .-.. • 
·• • -·,- ••• 
' 
' h:ad. anticipated, for -The·ridamas· was· almost· :imnfedia-tely. ~o'n 
•• 
·dyer to his side, and witbo.ut -a single blow p.aving bee~ stru.ck._. 
r 
., 
. · 1'#7 
.. 
-,: 
A-
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In his welcome to Theridamas, Tamburlaine states the 
essence of Machiavelli's theory that man is not simply a 
~ defenseless vassal of Fortune, but that he has within him 
the power to shape his own destiny if he exercises sufficient 
foresight and adapts his actions to the demands of the 
occasion. Tamburlaine proclaims, "I hold the Fates bound 
fast in iron chains,/ And with my hand turn Fortune's wheel 
about,/ And sooner shall the sun fall from his sphere/ Than 
Tamburlaine be slain or overcome" U:.. Tamburlaine, I, ii, 
173-176). Machiavelli hai this to·say concerning man's 
ability to exert influence over his f~te1 
Where men have but little wisdom and valor, Fortune more signally displays her power; 
and as she.is variable, so the states and 
republics under her ,influence also fluctuate· 
until some ruler shall arise who is so great 
an admirer of antiquity as to be able to gov--. 
ern such states so that Fortune may not have 
occasion, with every revolution of the sun, to· display her influence and power" (The Discourses, II, 30, p.388). 
Fortune pervades The Prince ~s- it does no ~ot.her work of 
·-•. 't' · · ;.k·  _1.:'· .. 'n··. -a· .• , 15 ,i:_-.5· Likewis·e, Fortune·, as a ·theme plays. an integral 
. 
:r· ·-0·--_1_:-e·  ·in_. the Tamburlaine l · 
------- p ... :ay·s. _. It· is true ·th-at: the theme of 
Fortune was· irresistable to the writers .o.f the-- Re-naissanc~~--~--, .c.. ,•· •• -- • • •. • 
.• ' • • 
. • 
- ~- -~-- --- -
~ 
-
,Qrd.inarily, however I it °Was Stated in term.$ ·Q_f man IS S'U·b·serv--
' ierice to Fo+:t·u·ne instead of Machiave:l . ti·1-'s _empha.s.i-s that man 
t· ·"°'- · . ..., 
( 
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is able to.employ some freedom of choice and is capable of 
modifying life's pattern through the determination of his 
65 
will, or exercise of his virtu or prowess. 16 Cosroe exclaims 
in wonder over Theridamas' willing capitulation to Tarnburlaine, 
-s 
' 
-
attributing the Mongol warrior's success to the fact that 
"Nature doth strive with Fortune and his stars/ To make him 
famous in accomplished worth,/ And well his merits show him 
to be made/ His fortune's master and the king of men" C!. 
Tarnburlaine, II, i, 33-37). La-f;,e:r-, in addressing Cosroe, 
Tarnburlaine refers to his fortu.ne and valor, which essentially 
' is the virtu of Machiavell:i. Tamburlaine makes it clear to 
' Cosro.e: 
Fates and or:acles o.f hec1.ven· have sworn, To reyalize the de'ed-s ·of Tamburlaine, And doubt you not but, if you favor me And let my fortunes. and. ~y valor sway To some direction in ·your:t'martial deeds, The world will ·strive with ho,sts of men-at-arms . . . . ' To swarm unto the ens·ign I.- support O:. Tamburlaine, · II, iii, 9-14)~ 
't ( 
·Thi·$ .passa_ge plainly states ·in Tamburla-ine '·:s: own words that 
.F·ortu11e. i·s n·ot completely: .re.sponsible f.or· hi,s :succe:ss~·that 
.· ·:. . ' . 
_,. 
-
,' 
. ''• . -·. 
. .,•. 
. ... -· 
. 
. '• ' ... 
.. his own ability, h~S: v~lor •: , ~ 
Tamburla.ine·' s exceptio·na··r abil.-.:(1:y to: tul:'11 the cour.se pf'.· ./ 
·e.vents to his. own advantage is firmly :un·ders,corea.·· i_n. t·h:et 
·t-'irst two act:s_. of 1 Tarnburlaine through .M?Lrlow.e:• s $k-iI·:1f.ul -~-----
-~ . ; 
-~-
... 
juxtaposition of the successful opportunist Tamburlaine 
with his unsuccessful counterpa~t Cosroe. In the first 
scene Marlowe makes Machiavelli's doctrine explicit in ·-. 
Menaphon's respon~~ to Cosroe's announcement that there 
is a plot in readiness to depose his brother Mycetes and 
crown him Emperor in his brother's stead. Menaphon advises,· 
.. 
"This should entreat your highness to rejoice,./ Since Fortune 
gives you opportunity/ To gain the title of a conqueror/ By .. 
curing of this maimed ernpery" (I, i, 123-125). But Cosroe 
lacks Tamburlaine's unerring judgment, for in making an 
ally of Tamburlaine he places himself in. ·.a vulnerqp-le 
position,. Machiavel_li acfv-ises: '·' •. . • ·whoever ,.is responsibl-e 
for another's becomin_g: powerful ruins :hizn,se.lf ,. because th.i.s 
·\ 
_pow:e:r is brough:t::· into being: ei:t,her by ingenuity or by .. ={,or-c:·e.,. 
§._nd both of these are suspect to ·the one who has becoroe 
powerful" ··(The Prince, Chapter 3, p.4.4). Cosroe'-s .ria~i::vet·e 
.i,n je.:i_ning forces with Tambur·laine brings- to mind. a :furthe.:r 
adrnoni.t-ion: of Machiavel.li/ s that "Wise princes . . ·~ ·-.h.ave 
------- --~-·-··----··; -- .. - .. ~ ·--·~- ---------~ -- ----prefe.;rred to lose bat~t-le.s: with their own forces than win 
·thelJl with othe.rs~- in the belief'that no true v·i~tory is 
.· 
possible with a:li-en a:rm·s" (The ··Prince, Chapter l~l p.84) . 
. ~ . Tamburlain·e •·a Ma;chiavellian qualities, .his ... ·inflexibility 
. :·1· 
··" 
'1t, o:f purpose :and ·hi.S· :matchless. faculty· for tuf'·I)_ipg· the. course 
-~ 
IIG·. 
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of events to his advantage, are plainly characterized in 
his scornful echo of Menaphon's assuring words to Cosroe 
that he will "shortly .•• ride in triumph through 
-
Persepolis." Tamburlaine turns to his cohorts Techelles, 
Usumcasane, -and Theridarnas with the biting comment: 
I 
And ride in triumph through Persepolis! Is it not brave to be a king, Techelles? 
Usumcasane and Theridarnas, 
Is it not passing brave to be a king, 
And ride in triumph through Persepolis? 
CJ:. Tarnburlaine, II, v, 50-54) 
In kee.ping with Machiavelli's observation that fortune 
67 
favors the bold and impetuous, Tamburlaine immediately reveals 
his intentions: in a statement which amounts to the essence of 
his philosophy: 
Why then, Casane, shall we wish for aught The world affords in greatest novelty And rest atternptless, faint and destitute? Me:thinks we should not. I am strongly moved , . Th~ if I should desire the Persian crown, I could attain it with a wondrous ease. (.1 Tamburlaine~ ·11, v, 7:·2--·77') 
:T·a.n1.P..1.1rlai.n.e ·the.n de··sp:a~ches: Techelles with a thousa~d horse·· 
" wi:th us,./· That only· made him king: to: make us sport./ We 
.. 
., ·will ·not steal upon him coward~y,/ Bu.t _give him warning ... ~:.n.q .. : .. \.----···,c, .... c.,.:._ .. ,~ ... 
tnore. w.~rriors '' (l Tamburlaine, II, v, l(J0-103}. 
-
Relei1tl·e.~s· 
· .. , 
~ 
.in his urge to conquer, 'famburlaine ha.s: no more -than· i 
vanquished G·o:sroe th.an··. he set·s. f(?rth ·to .s.iibdue the ,:Tµrki:sh 
I' :,.. :. 
·I 
. ')I 
-~· .,,; 
\ 
: 
i ' !. ' 
_·,::::;,ci-~ 
- . --'·~- .. 
.. 
emperor, Bajazeth, in a spirit of utmost confidence in his 
• 
own power. To an emissary of Bajazeth, Tamburlaine says, 
"Alas~ poor Turk, his fortune is too weak/ T'encounter with 
· the strength of Tamburlaine" (1. Tamburlaine, III, iii, 6-7). 
From this conunent it would seem that Tamburlaine places 
more value on his own prowess than a favorable fortune, for 
he does not compare Bajazeth's weak fortune to his strong, 
but rather just to "the strength of Tamburlaine." As he 
, . 
says to Theridamas, "'will' and 'shall' best fitteth. 
Tamburlaine" (III, iii, 41) . That Tamburlaine has ever·y 
intention of molding his own des,tiny is evide.nt ·from the 
tone of his pronouncement ·to the captive Bajazeth: 
Those walled garrisons will I subdue~ 
And write myself great lord of Africa. 
So from the East unto the furthest West 
Shall Tamburlaine extend his.puissant arm. 
The galleys and those pilling brigandines, 
That yearly sail to the Venetian gulf 
And hover in th~ Sti;aits for Christians I wrq.>ck.:·i 
Sh~ll lie at anchor in the Isle·Asant, 
Until the Persian fleet and men-of-war, 
Sailing long the oriental sea, 
- - ---···--···-· ----·-· -·*----. ---- -· ... --Have fetched about th~ Indian. continent, 
Even from Pers:epol·is _ to Mexico, 
And _thence un.to the Straits of Jubalter-i 
Where they shall meet a-nd join their-- :E'or·c~: i.n ,o:n·e::_,· 
Keeping in awe the Bay of Portin·gale -
And all the ocean by the British shore; 
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-----· ,. .. , .. _,.,_,., ... : , ...... /· .. ··- ........ __ ·-.>" .-·. <'·''"' ... ' ............. ········-- .:And .. by ... this meafflS: 'I)·,·l·l···:win- the··· --world·~c·~at·=,s·i·ast,~·cc.:--~c·"·--,···,c:-::::c-:,:_..,c:e·c·=e,es-,,,.-"=,:c,,e·=="-"'-"-=·-~cC'.''CC, ·_. 
(1 Tamburlaine, III, iii,244~260) 
- . 
' . 
Obviously,. none of Tamburlaine' s lords· have reason. to 
,'•, 11' .. ' . • l.ament his inac.ti-ori ·:a$.. they did Mycetes (I, i, 170,-175). 
" 
l , ' 
.. 
... 
.. 
Tamburlaine observes to the hilt Machiavelli's advice that 
it is wise for the ruler to keep his subjects occupied with 
conquest because it does not allow them time to plot against 
him and that "Nothing brings a prince more prestige than 
great campaigns and ~triking demonstrations" (The Prince, 
Chapter 21, p. 119). 
Tamburlaine' s incandescent rise to power t·ended to 
arouse some question that he was posse~sed of daemonic 
powers, the idea being that strictly human power would be 
incapable of achieving such unparalleled success. This 
attitude is expressed in Meander's lament to Cosroe that 
"He [Tamburlain§l was never sprung of human race,/ Since 
with the spirit of his :fearfu:l pr.j.d~-,/ He .dares so doubtlessly 
·r:_esolve. of rule.,/ And by prof essioJ1 J;>e ambitious" Q Tambur-
_ l:ai:ne, Il, -vi, 11~14). But I beli:eve that there are enough 
indi.cations :g·iven th·roughout both parts· qf Tamburla.ine to 
s·ugge.st. that· .Tamburlaine is no·t. to be conceived of as super-
n·a.tu.r·a.1 being. Th.eridama~, e_;xp_lainil'lg ·why. he ·joined f·or.ce:s: 
w.,ith the Mengol w.~rrior, uncond.itiona·1.1y p·lac:e .. s ·Tamburlaine 
among terrestr.iai :beings: "He is grO:$:S and ._like the ma-s.s.y 
earth,/ Tha·t moves:· not upwards, nor. by princely deeds/ both 
.. 
-mean/ to soar ··-abov~. the highest- sort."_ Cl Tarnburlaine, II, vii., 
' 
31-33) . In 1. Tamburlaine Theridamas agains describ~
1
S 
! , ...... 
' 
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-Tamburlaine, this time in extravagant terms, but still 
emphasizing his human ability to. control his destiny. 
Theridamas pleads with the captive Olympia: 
But, lady, go with us to Tamburlaine, 
' And thou shalt see a man greater than Mahomet, 
In whose high looks is much more majesty 
Than from the concave superficies 
Of Jove's vast palace, the imperial orb, 
Unto the shining bower where Cynthia sits, 
Like lovely Thetis, in a crystal robe, 
That treadeth fortune underneath his feet 
And makes the mighty god of arms his slave; 
On whom Death and the Fatal Sisters wait 
With naked swords and scarlet liveries. 
(III, iv, 45-54) 
Even though thel:'.~- are- comments on Tamburlaine' s mastery· 
.of· fortune which can- l::>e ·int.erpret·eq in suc-h: .a w-a.y as to place 
him in the category of: the .. demi-god, t feel th.at e.nough 
, 
evidence can be derived fr.om Tamburlai·ne:.,. $ words in bq.tp:· 
parts of the play to e·sta'.pl_:i.sh the fac-t. th·at Tamburlaiite,_ .. 
like Machiave11·i, ktiew· th.~t· 'man :hi-mseif. was capable of 111.<t>.ldi::rtg 
:his own destiny. 
-who· p.·r.e·fe·rs to view- tantburlaine .-as some forrtl __ of supernatural 
' l;>e;ing, and he bemoans·,: 11 Su·ch··:a ·s·tar :ha.tn··-111fluerice .••·in his -.. •-, . . . . . . ,. . . ,, . 
. .. 
sword/ As rules th-e skie·s a-.nd count·ermctnd·s t.he gods/. More than 
. 
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--------·-- ---··-------------------- -Cimmeri_an Styx or Destiny" (1 ~arril:iur·1-a·rnei ___ V, j_·±, -169-1.71). ~ "· 
.. 
~-
-- But .in _£ Tamburlaine Tamb~rl_aine makes -e~piic-it the .q.ual 
for·ce.s involved in his desti-ny when he· -warns :his·: sqrt Arny_i:-·as,·, 
··il,6·- ••• 
' 
f 
,j' 
. ' 
who wants to release the Turkish kings, raise more troops, 
and a«Jain give them battle, in this way doubly p·roclaiming 
to the world his father's glory. Tamburlaine admonishes: 
"No, no, Amyras; tempt not Fortune so./ Cherish the valor 
. 
still with fresh supplies,/ And glut it not with stale and 
daunl.ed foes" (IV, ii, 11-13). 
Critics have claimed that Tamburlaine seems to a demi-
god. Eugene Waith, 17 Mario Praz,18 and Irving Ribnerl9 note 
certain points of similarity between Tamburlaine and the 
H:erculean hero of Seneca. But it ·is Henry W. Wells who 
observes that· there is a decided resemblance between many of 
Seneca's politic al maxim·s and the realistic propositions of 
Machiavelli. Wells con:t .. ends t.hat ".bombas.t, fustian, violence 
an¢! brutality", the :undesirab:l_e ·charact:erist.i.cs· which 
Elizabethan traged·y· 9~rtens.ibly derived ,from ,Senec.a., . a:r.-e :a:n 
i.ntegral part of b·pth rnyste.ry and mor--ali·t-y pl~ys, ·and ~o.r, 
"' ~t.his r~ason these characteristic·s '·viere e·vident in: tne· :wo:rk~· 
.of ·~riglish playwrights many years before SEJn,ecq._· :.ga.,i·ned 
popul:arity in literary circles . He believes'tt~t other 
. critics have erred in th·e·i~ assumption ,th,at it was the 
~ ~. 
.. 
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_ ~--· . -'------ex-txava(Ja-n-"t-·-·E-het-o-ri~anq·-:-.Y·i_c9i-e-nce . '<:> f"' -·s·Efne-c:a.--·s tr a~ged i e-s .. which 
. 
\ 
/ provided the basis 9£ the Elizabethan•~ ~ttraction to Seneca.· 
. . 
:i:··n Well:-s' 1 opinion Se.n:eca appealed. so st.r.ongly to the El.izabethan-
. ' 
. ~ \ 
0 
•.•.• I_'.!;'';"'.!, " ; .•••. 1- , ,) 
-
:~. 
• 
mind because his work reflected the turmoil and problems of 
• 
his own age which ·were remarkably,; akin to those of the 
Elizabethan era and those confronting us again today. That 
is, Seneca's age can be described as "a period of marked 
. 
material progress and spiritual decay: fast, cruel and 
r ' . unscrupulous ambition on the one side and the loss of a 
religious and moral faith on the other.-" lO Two aspects of 
Seneca's work reflect these conditions and constitute what 
was the greatest source of appeal to the Elizabethans: the 
emphasis on problems of political degeneration, and, in 
association with this theme, the importance of the shaping 
force of the ·individual man. Thus we observe that Seneca, 
r -
Machiav·elli, and Marlowe shared .a conunon awareness of the 
•·. 
n_eceE?~a~y dichotomy between pub_:lic and ·priva.te -~9~ality . 
. Cons:equently, in many instanc_es: it .is possibl,e to cla..imr that. 
either Seneca or Machiave:l.li :is ·t'he r~sponsil>l..'e f~·ot·or ·be:hi:-zid 
,, .. 
<I 
' 
Marlowe's interest in the ,vi..qb·il~ty of the stat.e- -and the 
' power of the superman to ef.fect anq maintain it "1:~.y ·r-eason 
, ... 
,Of a ;moral dichotomy s_eparating .pu:b.lic from. pr·i_v_ate morality. 
W.e:'i:i.s· states: 
\ 
Both dire·otly a:ri,d indirectly Seneca cieepi-y 
• I.. 
• • •• 
· 'inf~uenced Eliz~bethan politi~al moralist.s. 
Among his maxims dramati·cally stated are 
cynical propositions ·often identical with 
maxim§ regarded by the Elizabethans.as new-
ly sanctioned by Machiavelli.21 
.. 
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Lee Kirschbaum claims that "Tamburlaine rightly 
interpreted, sensibly acted, is very much a symbol-of modern 
man. 11 22 He is of the opinion that Tamburlaine's overweening 
self-confidence results from a combination of the two forces 
at work in the sixteenth century which marked the break with 
the Middle Ages, Machiavelli's virtu and Martin Luther's 
Protestant ethic. Kirschbaum states, "Tamburlaine is as 
neat a synthesis of these two seemingly incompatible figures 
as. can be found. "23 In effect, then, Tamburlaine symbolizes 
the English Renaissance where, as we have seen, the new and 
old existed together in the same individual. As an Oriental 
., 
despot he was given the distance of the old, but,. at the 
same time, his conquering spirit- was very much abroad in the . 
.. 
lan.d. Tambur:laine • s spirit un:ques:t.i.on.ably·· had· a familiar 
r-.i-n:g to ·the. members of the .. Elizabet:han audience .. 
In ·s-ummarizing the. ·f·i.nd·ings cortcerni:~;ig :the e-xten1: and 
irnpor·t·an:c.e o.f Machiavelli:' s .influet1ce b.n Christopher Marlow.e·.:, 
:I inus.t: first· .reiterate t:,Xa t only cred~bJ.e de.du.·cti,ons can be• 
-l 
:bf._f·ered ·as: evidence that Marlowe came direc.tly µr1q.er tbe 
±.1)$.p·i-~a.-t-'i~~~ of Machiavelli• s works. As I note·a ·ab:ov.e· ·. 
.. - ...... . I 
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ein:ine:.n:t ·me.n of let:ters who were Marlowe's close contempora.p·ie.s 
.. 
. 
were··· famil'i.ar· with· ·the genuine Machiavelli and rev·eal .bi·s: 
in£lu:et1ce.· ···in th·e.:ir. wri,tings; therefore, it is ·reas·c,nabl.:e· to 
-~ 
,· 
-~-
' 
.. 
assume that Marlowe, too, studied The Prince and The 
Discourses. Furthermore, it has been proved that Machiavelli 
was as readily available to Marlowe as Gentillet's tract would 
have been, and as I have pointed out it seems that he in-
corporated both Machiavelli and Gentillet into his plays and 
was well aware of the distinction between the two. The most 
convincing evidence for ascribing a direct contact with the 
ideas of Machiavelli is based on the elements peculiar to 
Machiavelli I have just discussed which figure prominently 
in Marlowe's plays: the idea that a sover.eign' s behavior 
can prove disastrous to his state and result in the loss of 
his kingdom, and the belief that through courage and fore-
sight--in othe·r words, his virtu, o:r prowess--man is capable 
of exerti.ng ·s·.qm~ influence over his destiny. Both Machiavelli 
and Marlowe reject the idea of a God-dominated universe. and 
... 
adopt a wholly secular outlook on the affairs of man. As I 
view the matter, I believ~ th.at one of the most important 
aspects of -Machiavelli's influence on. Marlowe is found in the 
:$·.imil_a·ri·t-·y o.-f their re-sp_ecti ve attitudes toward human natur,e •: 
Neither .one had any illusio.ns· cohce.rning the behavior of· 
mankind.· As Machiav.e·111- s.aid, if men- were :all good his 
·prospects ·would not be. -necess:aJ;""y. Mar1·owe and lvla.cb.iav:elJi .. 
shared the same intent·i.on, t·o: portray th.e hutt\an, _cona·i tioti 
_:. !'" A-· . . 
. 
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as it is, limited and fraught with misery, and perhaps 
through their examples show man how to cope more adequately .. • 
with his situation. 
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FOOTNOTES 
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1Irving Ribner, "Marlowe and Machiavelli," pp.355-356. 
' 
2Eric Voegelin, "Machiavelli's Prince: Background and 
Format1on," Review of Politi~s, XIII.(1951), 155. Th'ose who 
contributed to the development of the Tamburlaine legend 
during the fifteenth~and sixteenth centuries are Poggio 
Braccioline (1380-1459), Enea Silvio Piccolomini (1405-
1464), who was Pope Pius II from 1458-1464, Cambini, Paolo 
Giovio ... who was one of Machiavelli's earliest detractors, 
Pedro Mexia, and Perondino. 
3Irving Rihner, "The Idea of History in Tamburlaine," 
English Literary History, XX(l953), 252. 
4voegelin, p. 162. Lewis Einstein, Tudor Ideals, (New York, 1921), pp. 8-9, observes that the dominant idea 
of the Tudor age was that the sanction of power.does not 
come from hereditary right, but results from the exercise of 
power itself. In other words, might makes right. Further-
more, Einstein sees Tamburlaine as being representative of 
the political ideal of the age. Einstein conunents that 
Machiavelli was "highly appreciated" in England du~ing this 
period, but that "it is superfluous to call on his influence 
I to explain such incentives. Reasons-which then stirred the 
hearts of men needed .nq: _philosophy for their genesis." 
. . 
,-·----~- - -----.-Svoege·-lin,--·-p-; .. -·-166. The Li.fe of Castruccio Castracani 
is a highly_fictionalized biography of Castruccio Castracani (1281-13_28), a Duke of Lucca. - Machiavelli took a great deal 
of license with the true facts of the story in order to mold .. 
_Castruccio into the ideal figure for a savior of Italy. In 
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Machiavelli's .version of Castruccio' s .life he is a foundling ~ . 
......... ............ --.: ____ :·:~:.~~'·:·:=~·:··,_-,·--: __ :_·~::·.:_-::~--~--:· . a_nd _____ l.ik·~~: ... ~Tambifr.1·a1n.e::._.:r:a·-jj_f·--.-.liiiinbI-e: ... b-ir.th~.;-.. :: ... whe-r-:ea:s-, .... t11e=·······.-----·----.·~· ~_ .. _______ :_ ______ ,, ______ .. __ :_:_. -
I . 
r 
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. 
,_ historical ca:str·uccio was· born into a noble family. Also, , 
the his'torical Castruccio. was married and had a f·amily--t~is, 
too, Machiavelli omitted. As Felix Gilbert comments 
. . 
· {Machiavelli and G1-1icciardini, p.166} Machiavelli "was less 
, concerned with th-e explana:t,ion -of £·acts than with.· makil'(lg an 
impressive argument." 
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6Leslie Spence,. "The Influence of Marlowe's .. Sources on Tamburlaine .!," Modern Philology, XXIV(l926), 181. 
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?Thomas C. Izard, "The Principal Source for Marlowe's Tamburlaine," Modern Language Notes, LVIII{l943),413, claims that Wbetstone's English Myrror is most probably the immediate source of Marlowe's plot for his Tamburlaine plays. It seems both Fortescue and Whetstone based their translations of Mexia on the French version of Claude Gruget, first printed in 1551. Izard bases ·his argument on the fact that the Fortescue version refers to white ensigns in relating the c~stom of Tamburlaine to display white, red, and black colors on three successive days during a siege, while both Whetstone and Marlowe signify tents rather than ensigns. Also, Whetstone includes the account omitted by Fortescue of Bajazeth being used as a footstool by Tarnburlaine. Since Marlowe make& use of this incident it would seem to be further evidence that it was Whetstone's version of the Tamburlaine legend rather than Fortescu~s which Marlowe used. ~ 
8Pedro Mexia, The Foreste; or Collection of histories 
.. dooen out of Frenche into Englishe ~ Thomas Fortescue, (London, 1571). Both Fortescue and Whetstone relate how Tamburlaine triumphs over Mycetes and Cosroe, describe Tamburlaine I s practice of displaying white, red·, and black colors on the three successive days of a siege to signify the intensification of his wrath, and tell about the execution of women and children which Marlowe changed into the episode of the Virgins of Damascus. I-n addition, Whetstone describes Tamburlaine's merciless treatment of Bajazeth--his imprison-ment in ap iron cage, his Uije as a human footstool, and ~is sharing food with the clogs urid~:r Tamburlaine's table (English Myrror, p. 72). 
9Reprinted in The Prince ·and ·0th.er Works, tr. Allan H. ·c;.t lbert, p. 2 50. · 
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,, · In refe~ence to this aspect of Machiavelli's belief Felix Gilbert, Machiavelli and Guicciaidini, pp. 194-195, provides the following insight: "The assumption of Fortuna's preference for the bold re-echoed the Latin adage that 'fortes-fortuna adjuvat'. However Machiavelli's formulation modified these common views. In contrast to the static quality inherent in the belief in the existence of Fortuna's elect, Machiavelli's formulation presumed the dynamism of a constantly changing 
scene in which sudden action can bring about the assistance of Fortuna .... This demand for coincidence of individual 
virtu with favorable circumstances pointed to the most striking and revolutionary feature of Machiavelli's political thought." 
11Machiavelli's Forerunner's, pp. 234-236 . 
. • 
12clifford Leech,· "Introduction," Marlowe: A Collection 
of Critical Essays, ed. ,Clifford Leech, {Englewood, New Jersey, 1964), p. 10, offers a contrary viewpoint, stating that Marlowe 
"had not much interest in the welfare of kingdoms, making Edward II a more personal play than any of Shakespeare's histories and The Massacre at Paris a pageant of human in-
adequacy rather than a chronicle of national suffering." I feel that Leech is correct in his observation of the personal element, but there is nevertheless evidence in all but one of Marlowe's plays that he .was fascinated by the 
making and breaking of kingdoms. -Also, see Eleanor Grace Clark, Ralegh and Marlowe, (New York, 1964), p. 363 • 
• 
·l3see .!. Tamburlaine, The Complete Plays of Christopher· Marlowe, ed. Irving Rihner,, (New York, 1963)~ II,· i, 99-106. All subseq·uent references to the Tamburlaine plays a-re to thi.s. edition. 
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G1 ert, Forerunners, p. 2 7. A so see Harry Levin, Th·e Overreacher,· (Cambridge, Mass., 1952), pp. 179-183. 
17The Herculean Hero in Marlowe, Chapman, Shakespeare, 
and Dryden, (New York, 1962). 
18
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1911 Politic Brain," p. 118. 
20 
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"Senecan Influence on Elizabethan Tragedy: A Re-
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